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Synopsis

The future smart home will be enhanced and driven by the recent advance of the Internet of Things (IoT), which advocates the integration of computational devices within an Internet architecture on a global scale [1, 2]. In the IoT paradigm, the smart home will be developed by interconnecting a plethora of smart objects both inside and outside the home environment [3-5]. The recent take-up of these connected devices within home environments is slowly and surely transforming traditional home living environments. Such connected and integrated home environments lead to the concept of the smart home, which has attracted significant research efforts to enhance the functionality of home environments with a wide range of novel services.

The wide availability of services and devices within contemporary smart home environments make their management a challenging and rewarding task. The trend whereby the development of smart home services is decoupled from that of smart home devices increases the complexity of this task. As such, it is desirable that smart home services are developed and deployed independently, rather than pre-bundled with specific devices, although it must be recognised that this is not always practical. Moreover, systems need to facilitate the deployment process and cope with any changes in the target environment after deployment.

Maintaining complex smart home systems throughout their lifecycle entails considerable resources and effort. These challenges have stimulated the need for dynamic auto-configurable services amongst such distributed systems. Although
significant research has been directed towards achieving auto-configuration, none of the existing solutions is sufficient to achieve auto-configuration within smart home environments. All such solutions are considered incomplete, as they lack the ability to meet all smart home requirements efficiently. These requirements include the ability to adapt flexibly to new and dynamic home environments without direct user intervention. Fulfilling these requirements would enhance the performance of smart home systems and help to address cost-effectiveness, considering the financial implications of the manual configuration of smart home environments.

Current configuration approaches fail to meet one or more of the requirements of smart homes. If one of these approaches meets the flexibility criterion, the configuration is either not executed online without affecting the system or requires direct user intervention. In other words, there is no adequate solution to allow smart home systems to adapt dynamically to changing circumstances, hence to enable the correct interconnections among its components without direct user intervention and the interruption of the whole system. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an efficient, adaptive, agile and flexible system that adapts dynamically to each new requirement of the smart home environment.

This research aims to devise methods to automate the activities associated with customised service delivery for dynamic home environments by exploiting recent advances in the field of ubiquitous robotics and Semantic Web technologies. It introduces a novel approach called the Knowledge-based Auto-configuration Software
Robot (Sobot) for Smart Home Environments, which utilises the Sobot to achieve auto-
configuration of the system.

The research work was conducted under the Distributed Integrated Care Services and
Systems (iCARE) project, which was designed to accomplish and deliver integrated
distributed ecosystems with a homecare focus. The auto-configuration Sobot which is
the focus of this thesis is a key component of the iCARE project. It will become one of
the key enabling technologies for generic smart home environments. It has a profound
impact on designing and implementing a high quality system. Its main role is to
generate a feasible configuration that meets the given requirements using the
knowledgebase of the smart home environment as a core component.

The knowledgebase plays a pivotal role in helping the Sobot to automatically select the
most appropriate resources in a given context-aware system via semantic searching and
matching. Ontology as a technique of knowledgebase representation generally helps to
design and develop a specific domain. It is also a key technology for the Semantic Web,
which enables a common understanding amongst software agents and people, clarifies
the domain assumptions and facilitates the reuse and analysis of its knowledge.

The main advantages of the Sobot over traditional applications is its awareness of the
changing digital and physical environments and its ability to interpret these changes,
extract the relevant contextual data and merge any new information or knowledge. The
Sobot is capable of creating new or alternative feasible configurations to meet the
system’s goal by utilising inferred facts based on the smart home ontological model, so
that the system can adapt to the changed environment. Furthermore, the Sobot has the
capability to execute the generated reconfiguration plan without interrupting the running of the system.

A proof-of-concept testbed has been designed and implemented. The case studies carried out have shown the potential of the proposed approach to achieve flexible and reliable auto-configuration of the smart home system, with promising directions for future research.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Research Motivation

The smart home environment (also known as the automated home or intelligent home) is defined as a digital environment which is made sensitive, responsive and adaptive to the presence of people by coordinating various resources to adjust the functions or behaviours of the home according to household needs [6-11]. The realisation of the smart home promises users a lived environment with convenience, security, comfort and reduced energy demand [9, 12, 13].

Although the goals of the smart home have changed little, its implementation and contents have evolved, following technological advances in recent decades. It started with the implementation of standalone home automation systems and now comprise
ecosystems [6] where small computing devices are embedded inside physical commodities (smart objects) and personal services on these ubiquitous devices [14].

The future smart home will be enhanced and driven by the recent advance of the Internet of Things (IoT), which advocates the integration of computational devices within Internet architecture on a global scale [1, 2]. In the IoT paradigm, the smart home will be developed by interconnecting a plethora of smart objects both inside and outside the home environment [3, 5]. This type of network of smart objects is designed to sense and manipulate the physical environment on an unprecedented scale [15, 16]. Smart home applications such as energy management, environmental monitoring, security and health care can benefit from these smart objects [17-20]. For example, smart home applications (e.g. heating control, patient monitoring) can obtain accurate local weather observations and forecast information from the Met Office, using data from numerous weather stations.

However, existing smart home systems are typically created by a tight coupling of application functionality and hardware. The functionality of applications (or services) is fully dependent on hardware platforms and application domains [21]. The IoT paradigm will lead to a separation of application functionality and devices (smart objects) to create the future smart home environment [1]. It will break the application domain barrier, so that applications can access the available smart objects freely, regardless of their application domain [22]. Thereby, the direct dependence between hardware platform and application functionality will disappear.
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a feasible approach to achieving such large-scale decoupling which supports the rapid development of evolvable, interoperable and easily assembled applications. Services are identified, in the context of this thesis, as software entities provided to end users to deliver necessary functions by utilising available smart objects [23-25]. These characteristics are especially important for smart home systems. The service development effort can be significantly reduced as developers concentrate on the implementation of application logic, rather than being distracted by underlying hardware platforms and available smart objects. This will allow service development to be simplified and make low-cost smart home implementation possible for a broad market.

However, each home environment is different in terms of available resources and individual needs. Additionally, available devices keep changing, because devices can join it or leave the home environment randomly. The connection between services and devices may need to be adjusted according to users’ preferences and the devices available at a given time. Given their variety, it would be impossible to manage services and devices separately and efficiently, because each one may have its own transport protocol, language, specifications and management data [22, 26].

Currently, services are deployed either via a predefined equipment bundle or by an expert, according to customised preferences. Maintaining such complex systems is very costly and requires great effort, time and expertise, thus failing to meet the essential requirements for a smart home, which are ease of use and affordable cost. Consequently, the full potential of the smart home environment has not yet been achieved [6, 9, 11, 26, 27].
This raises the desirability of developing dynamic, autonomous and configurable infrastructure (or middleware) to compose the services and devices for such distributed systems, to meet users’ requirements, satisfy their needs and deal elegantly with the complexity of the smart home environment [21, 28, 29]. Thus, auto-configuration becomes necessary in any smart home to deal with the complexities that emerge from the interactions among services and devices, which are beyond the human capacity to manage while ensuring the essential standards of flexibility and robustness.

In practice, auto-configuration represents a major challenge for the developers of smart home environments, mainly because the installation and configuration of large, dynamic and complex systems and their integration into the existing home environment are time-consuming, intricate and error-prone processes, even for experts [14, 30]. Despite the attention that configuration technologies have received from industry and academia for some time, their development is still at an early stage in the field of smart home service application [30-33].

The smart home environment infrastructure should be flexible enough to support various sequences of activities leading to a customized service delivery. A smart home auto-configuration system will configure infrastructure by following intelligent techniques such as ontology based on a set of semantic descriptions and rules for the applications. For instance, when a new resource is introduced to the environment, the whole system will automatically adapt to its presence by connecting it to appropriate services. Thus, the auto-configuration process can simplify the intricacy and reduce the cost of managing and deploying these services and devices in smart spaces.
A review of the recently published literature indicates that this problem has not been tackled systematically. This implies that there is a knowledge gap in the development of a smart home model which provides an auto-configuration technique that is agile, adaptive and sufficient and requires no direct user intervention. The solutions that have been proposed so far (see Section 3.3) are confined to laboratory simulations and demonstration homes. They are inadequate in that they lack the ability to meet the requirements of the smart home environments, such as ease of networking, high accuracy and cost effectiveness. Therefore, it is significant to develop an efficient, adaptive, agile and flexible system that adapts dynamically to the requirements of the smart home environments. In other words, a system is required to automate the activities of customised service delivery for dynamic home environments without direct user intervention [7, 30, 34].

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives

1.2.1 Aim

The main aim of this research is to devise methods to automate the activities associated with customised service delivery for smart home environments by exploiting the recent advancements in the field of ubiquitous robotics and Semantic Web technologies.

1.2.2 Objectives

The main objectives of this research are:

1. To formulate the specifications and requirements of the configuration process, taking into consideration the needs of users, the demands of services and environmental conditions.
2. To formulate a conceptual framework for the proposed ubiquitous robotics auto-configuration system.

3. To identify service delivery or integration activities that might benefit from automation.

4. To design and implement an ontological knowledge-based auto-configuration proof-of-concept testbed, mainly deriving ubiquitous robotics, to realise the automation of the service delivery or integration activities related to identified cases and scenarios.

5. To assess and validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach by implementing a laboratory testbed.

1.3 Research Scope

This research study investigates the use of the latest generation of robotics and Semantic Web technology in the context of smart home environments. Ubiquitous robotics, which merges ubiquitous computing technology with robotic technology, offers potential solutions for smart home auto-configuration. It attempts to automate the integration of services within these environments by employing artificially intelligent software robot (Sobot), enabling the services to auto-configure by adopting ontology-based integration. The Sobot is used to simplify the management and deployment of services and devices in the smart home environment with the help of the auto-configuration concept.

The research work is conducted under the Distributed Integrated Care Services and Systems (iCARE) project which is designed to accomplish and deliver an integrated
distributed home care system. The auto-configuration Sobot is a key part of the iCARE project, helping to achieve auto-configuration of various activities within that project; more details of the iCARE system architecture are provided in Chapter 5.

The Service development, environmental variables and the communication protocols, both wired and wireless are beyond the scope of this work. Similarly, the devices, whether simple or complex, are not the focus of this research; they are simply used for receiving commands and extracting data.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis is structured as follows:

**Chapter 2** reviews the state-of-the-art of smart home environments. The smart home environment is a great evolution of the conventional home environment to fulfil its main role of supporting various human activities by offering flexibility and adaptation to deal with the various needs of its users, different contexts and diverse activities. The applications of the smart home environments (e.g. energy management, healthcare, etc.) which build upon and benefits from advances in ambient intelligence (AmI), ubiquitous computing technologies have been discussed. The necessity of auto-configuration of smart home environments is highlighted.

**Chapter 3** reviews the state-of-the-art of auto-configuration systems for service delivery within smart environments. It summarises and categorises the approaches adopted by previous researchers in the field of auto-configuration systems for smart environments and robotics technology. The existing approaches have been analysed
against the proposed criteria and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. The chapter highlights the importance of formulating a new approach integrating new technologies namely the ubiquitous robotics and knowledge representation to enhance the smart home automation systems.

**Chapter 4** discusses the enabling technologies (ubiquitous robotics and knowledge representation) adopted in the present research to achieve automatic configuration within the smart home systems. It critically reviews the evolution of the three generations of robotics technology, namely industrial robotics, service robotics and ubiquitous robotics. Ubiquitous robotics is particularly discussed in terms of ubiquitous computing, ubiquitous environment. It extensively reviews the features of the Ubibot particularly the Sobot (the focus of this research). The robot ethics is discussed as there is a risk of robots’ interference into the people’s life in an uncontrolled way.

The chapter also presents knowledge representation (KR) as an area of artificial intelligence (AI) which aims to represent knowledge in symbols to facilitate inferring new elements of knowledge from the existing knowledge. Knowledgebase is defined and its technologies are represented. Ontology which plays a central role in the Semantic Web is also defined. Its importance to the present research is further illustrated as it provides formal models of domain knowledge which can be used by intelligent agents and in this thesis (Sobot). This review leads to the formulation of a new approach whereby the integration of new technologies promises improvements in auto-configuration.
Chapter 5 presents the overall architecture adopted to address the major research challenge. In particular, it offers a detailed description of the conceptual framework of the proposed methodology, which uses new techniques for automating home service delivery and providing coordination among services from different providers with differing objectives and goals. The new approach formulated here benefits from advances in ubiquitous robotics and knowledge representation technologies.

Ubiquitous robotics, which merges ubiquitous computing technology with robotic technology, offers potential solutions for smart home auto-configuration. It automatically delivers services in a cooperative fashion by achieving the rapid configuration of smart home systems without direct user intervention, by means of an ontology-based auto-configuration software robot (Sobot). The BDI is also presented as the model adopted to inspire the formulation of the auto-configuration framework and for the implementation of the Sobot’s reasoning mechanism.

Chapter 6 illustrates the design and building of the knowledgebase model using Protégé software. Protégé successfully served as ontology design environment [35-41]. It is an ontology editor as well as a knowledgebase framework. The ontology design, including identification of the main concepts underlying the project is explained. The classifications of general home devices provided by different vendors are discussed. The proposed ontology encompasses knowledge of these devices and their related properties, contexts and relationships, in order to address their current limited or non-existent interoperability.
The Sobot infers logical consequences from a set of facts asserted about the smart home environment, utilizing the ontological knowledge-based model, and then takes the most appropriate auto-configuration decision in light of the given requirements, thus facilitating the achievement of the smart home objectives.

**Chapter 7** gives an account of the implementation of the Sobot, whose conceptual design, explained in the Chapter 5, was realised by adopting the OSGi framework to achieve auto-configuration of a smart home system. The development environment of the proposed approach having been established, the proposed auto-configuration Sobot, including a specially designed ontology model, was designed using Protégé (Version 4.1) software. The workflow for Sobot auto-configuration is also provided.

**Chapter 8** presents an evaluation of the Sobot prototype within a smart home environment, by reporting experimental case studies which were carried out to evaluate its viability and capabilities. The test cases involved using the Sobot to generate configurations to allow various services exploring available devices to deliver the maximum functions claimed by services. The prototype is assessed in terms of a number of attributes: the flexibility, awareness and adaptability of the Sobot and the usefulness and effectiveness of the ontology and the inference mechanism.

**Chapter 9** summarises of the research findings, highlights the research contribution and makes recommendations for future work.
Chapter 2: Smart Home Environments

2.1 Introduction

The smart home is developing rapidly to support various human activities and fulfil their needs by offering a flexible and adaptable environment. A clear definition of the concept of the smart home environment is provided in Section 2.2. The chapter critically reviews the state-of-the-art of the smart home environments. The applications in the smart home environments (e.g. energy management, healthcare, etc.) which build upon and benefit from advances in ambient intelligence (AmI) and ubiquitous computing technologies are discussed in Section 2.3. The development and operation of these applications has led to the necessity of auto-configuration of smart home environments, which is highlighted in Section 2.4. The chapter ends with a summary.
2.2 The Concept of the Smart Home Environment

The smart home environment is an evolving concept driven by advances in technologies such as the Internet of Things, pervasive computing, data mining and the increased availability of robust sensors and actuators [15, 42-44]. The conventional home environment is often unable to fulfil its main role of supporting various human activities because of its rigid and static nature: it offers very limited flexibility and adaptation to deal with the various needs and activities of its users. To overcome these limitations, the concept of the smart home environment has been proposed to improve quality of life by enhancing users’ daily activities, supporting their various needs automatically, by altering its behaviour without deliberate human intervention as well as facilitating independent living for their special needs (e.g. elderly, disabled, and patient) [26, 45, 46].

The smart home environment is also known as the automated home or intelligent home. It is a digital, adaptive environment, sensitive and responsive to its residents’ needs [6, 11]. It is explicitly defined by Aldrich [47] as “a residence equipped with computing and information technology which anticipates and responds to the needs of the occupants, working to promote their comfort, convenience, security and entertainment through the management of technology within the home and connections to the world beyond”. Smart home is described as conjuring up the idea of an imminent future in which people are surrounded by very many fine-grained distributed networks [48]. These networks consist of sensors, actuators and various computational electronic
devices that are inconspicuously used to enhance daily objects such as clothes and furniture, thus collectively constitute digital environments that are adaptive, sensitive and responsive to the inhabitants’ presence [25].

Thus, the smart home environment should be able to collect and analyse information about residents’ daily lives and use it to enhance their living environment. This entails that it flexibly and securely controls home appliances, monitors residents’ health status, advises them on actions (in case of any irregularities occurring) in the home environment, and enables users to easily access the required information [11]. Recent advances in sensor technology, embedded systems and robotics indicate that the realisation of the smart home concept is now practicable, particularly if essential security and privacy concerns are addressed [49].

One of the crucial challenges faced by smart homes is to provide intelligent support reliably within the home environment. Intelligence is an important feature of the smart home. It refers to self-awareness, problem-solving and the ability to memorize, learn, understand, plan and reason about the environment [11]. The smart home is required to be imbued with an awareness of its physical context (e.g. temperature, lighting, house layout), its occupants’ context (e.g. preferences, location, activities), as well as temporal context (hour of day, day, week, season, year).

Such an environment imbued with context-aware reasoning makes it conceivable for users to obtain customized services such as temperature and lighting settings based on their preferences and the monitoring of their health status [50]. In the smart home environment, computer software acts as an intelligent agent capable of perceiving the
states of the physical context and its users by means of sensors, reasoning about these states using AI techniques, making decisions and taking actions to accomplish certain goals, such as maximizing users’ safety, maintaining their comfort and minimizing consumption of resources [9].

2.3 Applications in Smart Home Environments

Research efforts to make the environment ‘smart’ have been actively carried out across various domains under the umbrella of AmI[51, 52]. A smart home is an example of an environment enriched with AmI [53]. AmI builds on the idea of pervasive computing to deliver services which are imperceptibly integrated into people’s lives through connected devices that are progressively embedded into the environment [49, 54, 55]. Typical service applications in the home environment are energy management and health monitoring [56].

Energy management is no longer a luxury in the domestic environment, but essential for normal householders, who are beginning to seek easy ways to reduce their energy consumption because of high energy prices and environmental concerns [57]. Smart homes equipped with smart energy management automate energy conservation activities to reduce consumption without compromising users’ quality of life, by easing their operational burden [18]. Energy management systems within smart home environments have attracted much research interest as an application of smart grid technologies, to extend their capabilities (e.g. automation) into the home [57-59]. The smart home environment plays a vital role in the interaction between the grid and the consumer [60]. Automation technology is a key feature of the smart grid which enables
utility companies to adjust and control each individual device from a central location [61-63].

The smart home also facilitates the assessment of its users’ health [17, 64, 65]. For instance, researchers have tried to create a linkage between alterations in users’ motion patterns and the commencement of dementia symptoms, benefiting from motion sensors and the evaluation of specific parameters such as walking speed and distance covered [66]. Smart home technologies have also been used for early-childhood autism screening [67] and performing accustomed routines for initiating new health behaviours [65, 68-71].

The smart home provides essential infrastructure to enable healthcare services to deliver care to people in their own homes. Lifestyle monitoring, which is a typical telecare application, potentially offers a new technique for providing a safe assistive home environment for old and vulnerable people in case unexpected events occur [50]. It is based on the potential to determine and manage peoples’ care or health status through remote monitoring of their behavioural characteristics and parameters concerning their interactions with and within their local environment [72]. Thus, any changes in peoples’ normal activity over time, detected through sensors embedded in the home environment, can be recognised as unusual and responded to [72]. In addition, computer algorithms have been generated to envisage and detect users’ activities in the home and to identify their behaviours, emotions and even gestures [42].

However, [50] argue that there is little comprehensive understanding of how to deliver complete and efficient lifestyle monitoring systems, notwithstanding the great numbers
of marketable worldwide installations. In other words, although all these health monitoring technologies offer considerable opportunities for the smart home, they also come with some risks and challenges concerning users’ privacy and security [9, 73]. Many people are still hesitant to use sensing technologies in their homes, being afraid of allowing others to monitor their digital trails and make use of them [74]. However, they might be well received if they are properly introduced and used, cost-effective and properly resourced [75]. In addition, such monitoring might be acceptable if it enhances peoples’ feelings of security and safety in the home, increases the available care options and supports the carers’ role [76]. Thus, an effective realization of the smart home environment essentially requires such challenges to be addressed.

To dispel users’ concerns, researchers should address such challenges by providing alternative ways to identify users without compromising their privacy and safety, such as by using digital representations with users’ consent, instead of using video footage. Users should be ensured of their decisive authority to control the system by imposing restraints to prevent their home from making undesired decisions and taking harmful actions.

This further indicates that it is essential to benchmark the attitudes and opinions of telecare users, informal carers and care professionals before introducing any telecare system to their environment [77-79]. Research shows that the deployment of telecare is expected to yield important consequences [80, 81]. Examples of these consequences are electronic monitoring of patients, accurate and secure electronic patient records, reduction of cost and time by providing virtual consultations, thus eliminating the need for patients to go to hospital, as well as fewer admissions to residential care units.
Both energy management and health monitoring applications have attracted considerable attention from academic and industry researchers, mainly because of increasing healthcare costs and energy consumption, and recent technological advances in miniature devices, smart textiles and wireless communications [11]. However, the existing smart home systems are not intelligent enough, for three main reasons:

- The wide availability of various services and devices in contemporary networked smart environments makes the management and deployment of dynamic smart home systems difficult without the intentional involvement of human actors, because devices have been innovatively used beyond their original design across several application domains (e.g. energy consumption for daily activity monitoring) and because different types of devices can achieve the same functionalities (e.g. user location can be obtained via GPS, RFID, WiFi) [82]. It has also been observed that the development of smart home services has begun to decouple from the development of smart home devices. Rather than being pre-bundled with smart home devices, smart home services have been developed and deployed independently, with the consequence that the systems demand significant manual works to create efficient linkages between services and appropriate devices, because of the large number of possibilities and combinations [22, 82].

- These service applications require a large number of sensors and actuators. In the context of the IoT, there will be even more of these [83], coexisting within one physical area (e.g. the home). Several sensor types (e.g. PIR) are found to be used across application areas such as home security, telecare and energy...
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management services. The same type of sensor and actuator is also used to detect and create different phenomena, depending on its context and application area. Different types of sensor and actuator are used to detect and create the same phenomena, thus augmenting the complexity of smart home systems.

- These systems lack the elasticity and scalability needed to deal with users’ different requirements, needs and changing states [84]. They are unable to deal efficiently with dynamic contexts, where devices may be added or removed during runtime. This highlights the need for an open, intricate, agile and flexible architecture to deal efficiently with all the changing circumstances [26].

In summary, a large number of possible combinations of services and devices, as well as diverse user preferences, have made the management and deployment of dynamic systems difficult without the intentional involvement of human actors. This has led to interoperability issues and prevents various smart home components from communicating with each other unless certain gateways or adapters are utilized. This has in turn highlighted the necessity of having auto-configurable systems to connect the correct devices to application services and deliver smart home services appropriately and autonomously.

2.4 The Necessity of Auto-configuration of Smart Home Environments

Auto-configuration has become essential in any smart home environment, due to the complexity of the interactions among applications and devices [33, 85]. This complexity and the dynamic nature of smart home environments make it impossible, at the time of design, to take account of which components will interact in what ways in the
environment. Thus, it is essential that they can be configured during the deployment of the system, or auto-configured at runtime. Besides changing devices and/or their parameters, one important aspect of configuration is to adjust the connections among them using multiple communication options such as Ethernet, Wi-Fi and power-line, in line with the actual tasks to be undertaken or unexpected changes or failures in the physical environment.

The complexity of such management tasks is beyond the capability of most households. Thus, auto-configuration becomes essential to ensure the flexibility and robustness of smart home environments. In detail, it will be actively necessary to identify appropriate components for service applications and create appropriate connections in each situation without direct human intervention.

Compared to manual configuration, which requires intensive human effort and knowledge, in auto-configuration the correct interconnections among the components are decided automatically. Auto-configuration has also been defined as the ability to adjust the system’s configuration dynamically to adapt to altered circumstances, hence to enable the adding, removing or modifying of entities, without interrupting the normal operation of the whole service [86]. Thus, significant efforts are required to maintain linkages between services and devices so as to cope with any changes of requirements of the target environment. This in turn requires considerable expenditure of money, effort and time for experts to maintain such complex systems.

Most of the endeavours to make environments ‘intelligent’ have addressed mainly the technical features of building elements, but lack of studying on the dynamic
interrelationships between the designed environment and its users. This has in turn made it difficult to address communication problems among users, their activities and smart systems, which may cause user dissatisfaction [29]. This does not achieve the flexibility and agility of smart home systems, which are intended to adapt to changes in environment and users’ requirements.

Overall, the abovementioned issues have stimulated the need to design dynamic auto-configurable applications to provide communication models among these distributed systems autonomously. Recent research in smart home technology aims to enable interaction between smart home devices and the networking infrastructure with no obvious user control [14, 31].

The smart home systems must support the ubiquity of their services’ operation. This means that any smart home service must always be available, notwithstanding any changes in the service environment. More specifically, a smart system needs to be automatically interoperable with resources in its current service environment, rather than statically pre-programmed for its environment. Manual configuration requires major inputs of money, effort and time for experts to maintain such complex systems. The smart home vision highlights the need of auto-configuration in smart home environments by indicating that users are not meant to manage the smart home system themselves, as professional administrators do with conventional distributed system[9].

The integration of automatic configuration technology into smart homes ensures peace of mind, increased comfort, health monitoring, safety and security, as well as economic
benefits (e.g. lower energy consumption) [6, 15, 87]. The necessity of the auto-
configuration within smart home environments is further illustrated in Chapter 3.

This literature review shows that the full potential of smart home environments has not
yet been realised, due to the complexity of the essential automation systems [9, 26, 49].
Achieving the auto-configuration of smart home systems is a complex task[88].
Adjusting the smart home system accurately to its users’ requirements requires
profound expert knowledge. Thus,[68] argue that much work is needed to establish the
efficiency of automatic monitoring functions and automatic adaptation to users’
changing needs.

To deal effectively with these issues, smart home environments require auto
configuration to enable services to utilise any required device through any network
within a given smart home environment, automatically, anywhere and at any time. It
helps to deal with the intricacy of the interactions among smart home applications as it
reaches levels beyond the human ability to control them, while ensuring the required
quality of flexibility and robustness of smart home systems. This would allow them to
integrate and cooperate continuously in order to meet inhabitants’ objectives and fulfil
their changing needs throughout the environment. Overall, this will serve the global
trend towards providing flexible and agile services or products for users at low prices
and at the appropriate times [25]. The configuration problem within smart home
environments and the related work are further identified and reviewed in the following
chapter.
2.5 Summary

This chapter has discussed the state-of-the-art of smart home environments which builds upon and benefits from advances in AmI, ubiquitous computing and home automation. The promise of artificial intelligence (AI) is that people will live in a networked environment that is adaptive, sensitive and responsive to their presence. To achieve such networked environment vision, the smart home environment system is required to consider different and obscure protocols that can be employed for different purposes.

One of the main challenges faced by developers of smart home environments is auto-configuration, mainly because the installation, configuration and integration of large and complex systems into the existing home environment is an intricate, time-consuming, and error-prone process, even for the experts. The smart control over home environments stimulates users to incorporate automation technology into their homes to increase comfort and economic benefits such as reduced energy consumption [6]. The vision of smart home systems aims to make the home environment aware, adaptable and able to appropriately collect and analyse a range of contextual information, responding to information requirements, to dynamic circumstances and to users’ needs [11, 89].

This review has revealed the need for efficient automatic service delivery related to ubiquitous systems, due to the widespread availability of service applications.
Chapter 3: Auto-configuration within Smart Home Environments

3.1 Introduction

Auto-configuration technologies are required to enable semi-autonomous and/or autonomous service delivery and its operation within smart home environments. The main aim is to enable services to utilise any networked device within such environments anywhere and at any time.

The types of automatic configuration are characterized on the basis of target entities and presented in Section 3.2. The configuration solutions are categorized by the enabling technology and further analysed in terms of the identified criteria set out in Section 3.3.
These benchmarks were determined by the main aim of the present research, which is to achieve auto-configuration within smart home environments at runtime with no direct user intervention. Previous work is analysed qualitatively, as to whether these benchmarks were achieved or not.

This analysis identifies the technologies applied to achieving automatic configuration and highlights the advantages and disadvantages of approaches previously developed. This leads to the identification of a knowledge gap and the research problem. The chapter ends with a summary.

### 3.2 Types of Auto-configuration

Research into auto-configuration was mainly carried out in the web services area, followed by work on AmI and distributed robotics, either with help from web services or directly employing traditional AI techniques [85]. Within these research areas, the term ‘configuration’ refers to patterns of cooperation, collaboration and information exchange amongst multiple software components to learn and reason about the environment in order to execute actions when none is predefined [90-92].

Automatic configuration systems help to minimise the overheads of the existing configuration process with minimum user intervention [30]. Achieving auto-configuration in smart home environments could fulfil users’ need for an easy and flexible environment.

In the areas of AmI and network robotics, the concept of configuration is generally employed to refer to organisational and/or structural variance. Achieving configuration
is a key function of an autonomic system, defined as “a system that operates and serves its purpose by managing itself without external intervention even in the case of environmental changes” [48].

To clarify the scope of configuration in this research, it is essential to specify the targeted entities or components. The following tripartite classification is based on the entities that need to be configured. This analysis disambiguates the term ‘configuration’ as used in related research areas and clarifies the boundary of the present work: the configuration of software agents.

- Research into the configuration of physical components is concerned with robots assembled from numerous identical parts (modular robots) [93] configured according to a function within the swarm, forming a swarm of mini-robots whose capabilities exceed those of the individual units [94]. The collaboration of mini-robots in a swarm within an ecosystem to achieve the assigned tasks requires the properties of swarm intelligence systems, such as self-organization, flexibility and adaptation.

- Research into the configuration of network nodes [95-97] aims to achieve the optimal physical deployment of networked devices based on policies for the automatic generation of the most appropriate connections. An additional aim is to create routing paths amongst the networked components, particularly mobile devices such as smart phones. This helps to optimize the information pathway, the reliability and robustness of the network, as well as the quality of the service, with minimal energy consumption.
• Research into the configuration of *software agents* focuses on devising mechanisms for automatic role assignment and the coordination of agents in order to achieve shared, predefined goals [98, 99]. This configuration type represents the core concern of this thesis.

### 3.3 Configuration Systems Solutions

The evaluation process adopted here focuses on the ability of configuration approaches to meet the requirements of smart home environments and cope with their dynamics. The success of auto-configuration will enable the smart home environment to adapt quickly to changes in users’ needs (e.g. because of changes in their preferences or medical conditions) in order to provide a comfortable and adaptable environment.

It is expected that the key gains from employing auto-configuration systems will be in the form of enhanced performance and reduced operating cost. The auto-configuration features will enhance the performance of the smart home system, thanks to the better adaptation to changing system characteristics. Thus, assessment criteria will focus on the methodologies to evaluate the gains that can be attained using auto-configuration systems: flexibility of automating smart home systems online with minimum or no user intervention and enhancing the overall performance of the smart home system.

Research has been done to achieve auto-configuration by concentrating on knowledge representation technology [14, 31, 100-103] and autonomous robotics technology [85, 104-108]. The criteria and performance metrics for the assessment are flexibility, reconfiguration type (offline or online) and configuration executor (machine or human). Flexibility indicates that the system deals elegantly with the complexity of smart home
environmental conditions [109]. Since the aim of this research work is to achieve auto-configuration within smart home environments without user intervention, we have added three other criteria: on-line configuration; the targeted environment to determine the domain of auto-configuration (whether it is a smart home or not); and the configuration executor, to determine whether the user should interfere to support the configuration process or whether it is a wholly machine-based process. These criteria are further illustrated in Section 3.3.3.

Although the user is certainly the final determinant of what the system does and how it does it, minimum or no user intervention is preferable, particularly in the case of dementia patients, for the sake of making their lives easy. The transfer of responsibility for an individual’s wellbeing to software entails adopting safe, reliable and secure auto-configuration techniques. Appropriate levels of user privacy should be established, taking into account what is considered appropriate from their point of view. This could address the ethics of machine use in peoples’ lives, as discussed in Section 4.4.

The identification of the criteria was based on the main aim of this research: to achieve auto-configuration within a smart home environment at runtime with minimum user intervention. Previous work is analysed in light of these criteria to determine whether these benchmarks were achieved or not. Fulfilling the smart home requirements will help to make the whole system more agile. Such auto-configuration ensures the up-to-date and smooth functioning of the smart home environments. This seamless operation of the smart home system leads to a calm home environment, which enhances the quality of the services provided within smart home environments. This in turn satisfies users’ needs and reduces the overall system cost. All of the studies discussed above
have been analysed in terms of these benchmarks. The evaluation process adopted was also used for subsequent evaluation of the proposed approach. In general, auto-configuration studies can be categorised, according to the enabling technology employed, as follows:

3.3.1 Configuration Systems Based on Knowledge Representation Technology

Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware (SOCAM) architecture is proposed for the building and rapid prototyping of context-aware services[102]. SOCAM provides an effective support for discovering and accessing numerous contexts to construct context-aware services. A formal context model based on ontology using the Ontology Web Language (OWL) (discussed in detail in Section 6.5.1.1) has been built to tackle issues such as context classification, semantic representation, context reasoning and dependency. However, test results indicate that the ontology reasoning time is much longer than the user-defined rule-based reasoning time.

An architecture for auto-configuring system has been constructed using knowledge representation technology [101]. It was quite easy, taking a model-driven approach, to transform the behavioural models and message sequence charts into a framework of executable code to which the more specific functionality (including execution of the OWL-based framework of the SW (OWL-S) ontology) could be added. However, some of the subtests failed, so the architecture needs to be improved.

A new proposed approach to achieving fast reconfiguration of modular manufacturing systems relied on an ontology-based reconfiguration agent without human intervention [100]. However, the problem-solving skills of the proposed agents would need to be
improved to solve more intricate problems. This could possibly be achieved by extending the reasoning engine architecture or adding new components which could use entirely decidable reasoning capabilities and ontology web language description logic (OWL DL).

Autonomic communications architecture has also been proposed to solve the auto-configuration problem. Using the OSGi framework, an autonomic context-aware element was developed in order to identify and personalize the service offer for a particular user [110]. The autonomic element senses devices linked to the home network considering user preferences. The services are modelled in OWL ontology.

The autonomic element also uses Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) reasoning to infer suitable services and offer a personalized service to each user [111]. Although the autonomic element has provided successful results, it must evolve to a more mature state to deal with more complex issues.

An ontology-based infrastructure called Sixth-Sense has been proposed to facilitate quick prototyping of artefact-related applications [103]. This approach is based on Semantic Web technologies including ontology to represent significant aspects artefact-human communication and reasoning of high level context from data collected by sensors. Although experienced users found it easy to customize the ontology, it was difficult for less experienced users.

Another novel approach called the Smart Home Ontology Model has been proposed to build a smart home in conjunction with an autonomic system whose aim is to monitor the home and its residents [31]. In particular, it aims to provide the elderly with
intelligent support and assistance in any circumstances at any time using wireless sensor technologies to control devices and other smart home components as required. However, this model needs to be enhanced to make reasoning components more complete and to provide more intelligent decisions and actions.

Shen et al have proposed an ontology-based approach to represent Product Extension Services (PES) knowledge configuration and developed a PES configuration system [34]. This was achieved by implementing efficient configurations through unambiguous sharing and reuse of knowledge. Nevertheless, this approach can be considered only a partial solution to the configuration problem, as configuration optimisation and reconfiguration were not considered.

An Autonomic Ontology Driven Architecture (AODA) has been proposed for the auto-configuring of resources, utilizing service- and event-oriented communications [112]. The AODA follows a top-down approach and is implemented as an ecosystem-wide ontology intended to characterize the properties of services and events relevant to producers, entities and consumers, and to participate in the dynamic collaborative environment. However, more validation of the AODA in more complex scenarios is required to manage energy consumption in the smart metering business case, as it involves a larger number of connected heterogeneous machines.

3.3.2 Configuration Systems Based on Autonomous Robotics Technology

Recent research has investigated the principles and techniques needed for auto-configuration within the field of autonomous robotics. McKee has proposed a novel Task-Directed Configuration of Networked Robotic Agents [104]. This model
integrates the concepts of a task factory, which produces task modules, and a set of modules demonstrating robotic components distributed in the environment, such as sensors and actuators. It specifically focuses on auto-configuring networked robotic agents where robotic components are extracted from a common pool and assembled in relation to a high-level task description. In this method, ad hoc robotic architectures are automatically created with just the components needed for each specific task. Task descriptions include information about the kinds of components required, about their physical location and about their requisite connectivity. However, this model needs to be further improved to develop the capability to form more intricate robotic agent architectures.

A plan-based approach is proposed to control the smart environment and support interaction between it and its users [113]. Users in this approach need not learn how to operate all devices and control their functions, but simply communicate their needs to the environment. Planning is utilized to develop strategies on the ways in which each function can be performed on each device to accomplish the users’ defined goal. This approach is very similar to traditional action planning, rather than configuration planning.

Automated Synthesis of Multirobot Task Solutions through Software Reconfiguration (ASyMTRe) is proposed to increase the autonomous capabilities of heterogeneous robot systems [105]. It enables a robot coalition to connect schemas dynamically within and across robots to perform a single-robot task by coalitions of multiple robots. The approach is based on a centralized ASyMTRe configuration algorithm and the ASyMTRe-D negotiation protocol. The distributed negotiation process provides a more
flexible and robust method for establishing coalitions. On the other hand, it introduces a trade-off between robustness and solution quality.

A reactive approach to auto-configuration based on the ecology of physically embedded intelligent systems (PEIS Ecology) has been proposed by [85]. This approach employs SW services to independently generate a configuration to execute a cooperative navigation task, automatically changing this configuration when any component fails. One disadvantage is that it may produce non-optimal configurations. Another is that it may fail to identify a configuration which exists.

Lundh et al. have proposed a plan-based approach to automatically generate a desired configuration of a robot ecology, set of resources and environment [106]. In particular, hierarchical task planning was applied to configuration generation [107]. Configuration methods have a body which lists all the functionalities which comprise them. These functionalities are the system’s basic components, defined by their functioning parameters, their input and output signals, and the preconditions which must hold in the ecology for their correct functioning. Configuration planning is achieved by a best-first search of the set of functionality instances which conform to the functionality of the body of each configuration method. This type of search allows activation of the configuration with minimum cost for every planned action. The state of the ecology is automatically attained at design-time and is also monitored during implementation in order to reconfigure it if any functionality fails. They have validated their approach by showing that a scenario which was previously hand-coded can currently be run autonomously in the adopted PEIS-Ecology testbed.
3.3.3 Configuration System Solutions Comparison

This extensive analytical review of the literature shows that auto-configuration is still a challenging research problem, as having it conducted by experts is a time-consuming and costly process and there is still no satisfactory solution. Above all, no proposed solution is sufficient to achieve auto-configuration within the smart home environments. These solutions are deemed incomplete, as they lack the ability to meet the requirements of the smart home environment as listed below. Table 3.1 lists the contributions (previous approaches) to the research literature most closely related to the present study, using the identified criteria to compare them. These terms are defined as follows:

- **Flexibility**: The system should deal elegantly with the complexity of smart home environmental conditions and flexibly perform in more dynamic situations to meet its goals without disruption. This entails that the smart home system needs to be able to interpret any changes it detects and extract the relevant contextual data. It needs to validate any new information or knowledge and encode this data into an appropriate format.

  By utilising available knowledge locally or remotely, it must be able to reason a configuration plan based on the new information. It must efficiently infer new facts about more complex situations to meet the system’s goal, based on the smart home ontological model, so that the system can adapt to the changed environment. It should be able to avoid contaminating the knowledgebase, by isolating and eliminating any inconsistent situational information. According to its context, the system should be able to change its operation or behaviour, i.e. its configuration, state and functions.
This means that the system needs to be aware of the digital and physical environment. It needs to monitor its operational context and directly sense any changes in the digital or physical environments. These changes include new devices or services joining the environment, existing ones leaving it, and the context of any device or service changes.

- **Configuration type:** Configuration is either executed online, while the system is working, or else the system has to be halted to perform the configuration offline. Online configuration is executed without affecting the system, which continues running even when the configuration of any changes in the smart home environment is applied.

- **Targeted environment:** Since the aim of the present research is to achieve auto-configuration within smart home environments, the configuration environment indicates whether the area of auto-configuration is a smart home or not (e.g., a factory).

- **Configuration executor:** The system needs to auto-configure efficiently and generate a proper linkage between the devices and services without direct user intervention, so that the operation of the system is not disturbed. This helps when the configuration needed is beyond users’ capabilities, making life easier for them.

The approaches reviewed have some similarities with the one presented in this thesis. However, our approach differs from them in that it integrates two enabling technologies to achieve better results. This section shows that the research can benefit from
ubiquitous robotics and knowledgebase technologies in the home environment. It can be considered an effective approach to achieving auto-configuration, because it is able to intermediate between services and users in order to satisfy their individual needs. It could satisfy users’ needs by positively enhancing and facilitating their home activities without disturbing their peaceful lives or intruding into their privacy. It helps smart home applications to provide users with the necessary services, accurately and inconspicuously, when and where needed.

Although the approaches reviewed above have accomplished good results, none of them has met all the requirements of the smart home environment; each fails to meet one or more of them. As shown in Table 3.1, if the approach meets the flexibility criterion, it either requires user intervention or is not conducted at runtime. In other words, there is no adequate solution to allow the smart home system to adapt dynamically to changing circumstances, hence to enable the correct interconnections among its components without user intervention and without interrupting the whole service. In short, the above-mentioned technologies and approaches have not yet evolved to a sufficiently mature state.


Table 3.1: A Comparison of Configuration-related Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Approach Name</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Configuration Type (Online)</th>
<th>Targeted Env. (Home)</th>
<th>Configuration executor (No Direct User Intervention)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Representation</td>
<td>[102]</td>
<td>“A service-oriented middleware for building context-aware services”</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Representation</td>
<td>[100]</td>
<td>“An ontology-based reconfiguration agent for intelligent mechatronic systems”</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Representation</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Event-Driven</td>
<td>Service-Oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[110]</td>
<td>“An autonomic approach to offer services in osgi-based home gateways”</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>“POSTECH's U-Health Smart Home for elderly monitoring and support”</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>“Configuration of product extension services in servitisation using ontology”</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>[104]</td>
<td>“Task-directed configuration of networked robotic agents”</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[113]</td>
<td>“Smart environments and self-organizing appliance ensembles”</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[105]</td>
<td>“Building multirobot coalitions through automated task solution synthesis”</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[85]</td>
<td>“Reactive auto-configuration of an ecology of robots”</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To bridge these research gaps, we propose a Knowledge-based Auto-configuration Software Robot (Sobot) for Smart Home Environments as a way forward to enable auto-configuring systems. The powerful features of the Sobot (described in detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.3) allow the Sobot to perform auto-configuration and meet the requirements of the smart home.

The proposed approach should also be able to automate the activities associated with customised service delivery for dynamic home environments, reliably and precisely, to facilitate context-aware services. For instance, automating the activities associated with medical services accurately and reliably is essential in order to provide patients with user-friendly services and to reduce the overall complexity of controlling their homes. This in turn reduces or removes the financial consequences of frequent journeys to hospital.

### 3.4 Summary

Auto-configuration has been defined within the scope of the present research. The types of automatic configuration were characterized in terms of target entities, to specify scope of configuration applied to this research. The most closely related auto-configuration work within the fields of knowledge representation and robotics technologies were thoroughly reviewed. This extensive assessment identified the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches, allowing the identification of a knowledge gap and the research problem.
Based on the criteria identified, relevant auto-configuration approaches were evaluated. It is evident from this review that there is no adequate solution to allow the smart home system to adapt dynamically to changing circumstances, hence to enable the correct interconnections among its components without user intervention and without interrupting the whole service. No published study has so far tackled this problem using a combination of both ubiquitous robotics and knowledge representation technologies, which is considered to be a novel feature of the present research. These technologies will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4: Enabling Technologies for Auto-configuration within Smart Home Environments

4.1 Introduction

The proposed auto-configuration solution in this research is mainly inspired by ubiquitous robotics systems and knowledge representation (KR) technology. The author considers these enabling technologies the way forward to achieve auto-configuration within smart home environments.

The ubiquitous robotics revolution has been accelerated by the development of autonomous robotics and intelligent environments, giving rise to the multidisciplinary search field of intelligent robotic environments or ubiquitous robotics, which merges ubiquitous computing and ubiquitous environments with robotic technology.
There has been a noticeable propensity recently to exploit ubiquitous robotics technology to deal effectively with the configuration issue within smart home environments (the aim of this research) and to enable services to utilise any required device through any network within a given smart home environment, automatically, anywhere and at any time [54, 114-118].

The evolution of robotics technology is discussed in Section 4.2, with particular consideration of three revolutionary generations of robotics, namely industrial robotics, service robotics and ubiquitous robotics. The features of the Sobot are discussed in Section 4.3 and robot ethics in Section 4.4.

The knowledgebase plays a pivotal role in assisting the Sobot to automatically select and configure the most appropriate resources within smart home systems, enabling it to share a common understanding amongst software agents as well as humans, to clarify the domain assumptions and to facilitate the reuse of established knowledge [119]. Section 4.5 is concerned with KR enabling technology. The definition of KR in the context of AI research is reviewed in Section 4.5.1, then Section 4.5.2 offers a more detailed review of ontology, one of the most suitable KR techniques for use by intelligent agents and by the Sobot which is the subject of this thesis. The chapter ends with a summary.

4.2 Evolution of Robotics Technology

During the last half century, in response to the development of the social and commercial needs of human beings, robotics technology has undergone a profound revolution which can be represented in terms of three generations [116]. A robot is
defined as “an autonomous machine able to process information elicited from sensors, upon which it can make its own decisions and act in the environment” [120]. Autonomy in robots is defined as “the capacity to operate in the real-world environment without any form of external control, once the machine is activated and at least in some areas of operation, for extended periods of time” [121].

The first generation was dominated by industrial robotics (e.g. manipulators performing tasks such as assembling, polishing, welding and painting) and the second by service robotics (personal robots, domestic robots, medical robots, humanoid robotics etc.), leading to the current exploitation of ubiquitous robotics. This third generation is the outcome of developments merging ubiquitous computing and robotic technologies [122]. Industrial robots were introduced into production lines in the early 1960s and remained dominant until the 1990s. The Robotic Industries Association defines an industrial robot as “an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator programmable in three or more axes which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications” [24]. The first one was manufactured by Unimate and was installed by General Motors in 1961.

They were used to free human beings from hazardous and harmful tasks, to enhance the speed and accuracy of tasks such as painting and welding, and to reduce the cost of various manufacturing processes [123]. The industrial robot is pre-programmed and has relatively simple tasks such as manipulating and moving objects and cooperating with the environment [116].
However, it has been recognized that there is a need to develop more flexible robotic systems for use in unstructured environments. Compared with industrial robots, service robots take advantage of recent advances in mobility, perception and algorithmic research, which have the control, sensing and decision-making abilities that are necessary for them to work in unstructured, three-dimensional environments. These features enable robots to localise in two-dimensional maps of the world and to navigate unknown two-dimensional environments. Since 1995, developments in service robotics have allowed the construction of animal-like robots and mobile robots. Figure 4.1 illustrates the evolution of robotics over the last five decades.

**Figure 4.1: Evolution of Robotics**

These technological advances and increasing social demands are the main driving forces of new applications emergence such as surgery assistance, automatic refuelling and rehabilitation, home cleaning and museum exhibitions [116]. The International Federation of Robotics identifies a service robot as one which operates fully or semi-autonomously to deliver services useful to the wellbeing of humans and equipment [124]. Service robots can execute daily tasks, assist people with disabilities and work as
companions or pets. Other types are surveillance robots, military robots, security robots, construction robots, field robots, medical robots, rehabilitation robots, and office and tour guide robots.

Ubiquitous robotics technology is the latest generation robotic technology utilising the ubiquitous devices (e.g. sensors, actuators) embedded everywhere in the inhabited environments and even inside human bodies via networks. Through these devices, the ubiquitous robots can gain better picture of the world and manipulate the world beyond its own capabilities [125]. The ubiquitous robotics revolution has been accelerated by the development of autonomous robotics and intelligent environments, giving rise to the multidisciplinary research field of intelligent robotic environments or ubiquitous robotics, which merges ubiquitous computing and ubiquitous environments with robotic technology [54].

It can be observed that the robotics revolution is driven by the more and more complex tasks and higher expectation such as able to communicate autonomously with users, understand their requests and provide them with services accordingly. The usage of knowledgebase has increased with each robotics generation [126]. Knowledge extraction, representation and usage can enable a grounded and shared model of the world appropriate for high-level tasks [127]. The main challenges are how to extract knowledge from natural languages, to benefit from several areas of knowledge in decision making and to recognize what knowledge is missing.

Bearing in mind that it would be virtually impossible to equip a robot with completely comprehensive knowledge before it was put to use, robots need to be developed to be
able to acquire missing knowledge automatically from somewhere at runtime, to achieve the tasks set by users. Thus, the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) aims to improve semi-autonomous robots which are able to perform “complex tasks in dangerous, degraded, human-engineered environments” [128].

Robots should also be able to use various types of knowledge, since they might need to encompass several areas from more than one knowledge resource to achieve a single task. They should be able to identify gaps between the implicit forms of knowledge and experience. They already possess and that required for the task at hand, then be able to search for the pertinent knowledge from open sources.

These requirements have stimulated continual research efforts to develop intelligent robots, which are a part of ubiquitous robotics technology. In this respect, cognitive systems make an on-going contribution to increasing robots’ cognitive capabilities, enabling ubiquitous robots to automatically acquire and utilize shared knowledge and to reason based on decision-making mechanisms to achieve runtime tasks. Thus, ubiquitous robots are able to collectively comprehend the users’ needs or preferences, even when no direct orders are given, and provide a constant and seamless service [114].

4.3 Software Robots (Sobots)

Ubiquitous robotics builds on the top of the robotic technology and ubiquitous computing technology, and works within a ubiquitous environment. The main advantage of the Ubibot system lies in its ability to gather intelligence from the real world by extracting information benefiting from its action and perception abilities. A
ubiquitous robotics system, which offers services to users to satisfy their individual needs, is structured as a collective, integrating three different types of robots: Sobots, embedded robots (Embots) and mobile robots (Mobots) as shown in Figure 4.2. These abilities are manifested in its components, where the Sobot focuses on intelligence, the Embot on environmental perception and the Mobot on action execution [129].

![Ubibot Components](image)

**Figure 4.2: Ubibot Components**

Each Ubibot has particular individual intelligence and roles, and can interact with the environment throughout networks. In this field, tasks are executed through the collaboration of various simple networked devices, providing services anywhere and at any time.

A robotic system providing services seamlessly can automatically utilise the sensors and actuators in surrounding environments [130, 131]. Ubibots are able to acquire missing knowledge automatically in order to fulfil the demands of users at runtime.
The aim of ubiquitous robotics is to provide seamless services, even in a changing environment, by means of utilising Sobots, Embots and Mobots [122, 132]. Ubibot system, encompassing these robotic elements in their various forms, can form a networked cooperative robot system.

However, the review will address only the main characteristics and functionalities of the Sobot, where the system’s core intelligence is embedded, in accordance with the research aim of achieving automatic configuration within the smart home environments. The main reason is that the Sobot is able to recognize users’ needs and provide a continuous and seamless service, without the need for direct commands [133]. This implies its ability to infer new knowledge about users’ needs and their environment.

A Sobot is a virtual robot with embedded social and cognitive intelligence, which enables reactive behaviour driven by events, as well as proactive behaviour based on its collected intelligent. It acts as the brain of a real-world robot to control it, and interacts with human beings without the help of other types of Ubibot. The main features of a Sobot [134, 135] are context-aware intelligence, context-aware self-learning and calm seamless interaction.

The Sobot is context-aware, self-learning and autonomous, i.e. able to govern and control its behaviour without external orders. It can learn new skills and represent the user as a manager coordinating behaviours within the ubiquitous robotics environment in terms of its behaviour and communication with others. Context-awareness is defined by Dey and Abowd as “any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, or physical or computational object”
[136]. They add that context-awareness or context-aware computing is “the use of context to provide task-relevant information and/or services to a user, wherever they may be” without the need of explicit user intervention [132, 137, 138]. In addition, the Sobot is able to “learn” and assimilate motions, objects and situations. Its learning process can be continually developed, as it may need to alter its behaviour within the ubiquitous environment once a new object is introduced.

A Sobot has context-aware intelligence being a proactive software robot able to exhibit rational behaviour. It can operate with clear goals and well-designed plans which are continuously revised. Proactive computing was proposed to establish ways for programming computers to work on behalf of people [139]. This means that context-aware computing is driven by the need to use computational tools to compensate the weaknesses and deficits of human cognition, i.e. memory, comprehension, attention and decision-making. Thus, for such context-aware systems to guide users through particular activities there is a need to establish models of human behaviour based on rationality and predictability [140].

Diverse computational resources have been embedded in the environment to provide the required information and services at the right time and in the right place. These embedded sensors detect, identify and provide data about any changes in the environment and its users’ status. Besides that, algorithms have been developed to analyse the data provided and to make inferences about the required actions. This means that such context-aware systems need to be effective in a dynamic environment, as people’s everyday behaviours are unpredictable. Despite the great potential impact of
such computational systems’ ability on peoples’ lives, they have some significant ethical implications which will be discussed in Section 4.4.

The Sobot is also adaptive in the sense that it can adjust and respond to new situations instead of using a predetermined response to probable or anticipated ones. It can perform rationally, in that it does not merely repeat the same tasks, but alters each task as needed to generate an outcome appropriate to the context. The Sobot stays context-aware at all times so that it can adapt and adjust itself to the context whenever required. Whenever it perceives a change in the environment, it can detect and identify users automatically by observing their behaviour, gathering information about their status and the environment, as well as authenticating them, so that it can easily adjust itself to their preferences and interests [141-143].

In the context of the Sobot, calm sensing can be seen in terms of Weiser’s observation that “the most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it” [54]. The age of calm technology is “when technology recedes into the background of our lives” [125] and “informs in detail but doesn’t demand users’ focus or attention” [144].

Calm technology provides users with a familiar, well-functioning environment, in which they are effortlessly tuned into everything that has happened, is happening or is going to happen around them, via numerous familiar details [144, 145]. Calm sensing helps greatly in developing assistive applications using Sobot systems to provide constant monitoring of vulnerable, elderly and disabled people. This vision of calm technology symbolizes a world of awareness, comfort and peace. In other words, users
will be kept permanently up-to-date with what has happened what is occurring in their environment and what will happen; crucially, however, such information will be available and evident to them only when needed and will simply disappear into the background when not needed. This further indicates that instead of making it an engaged living environment where people are proactive in their environment, it has become calm living, where computers rather than users are proactive [89].

The Sobot’s features make it more powerful than an intelligent agent for auto-configuration. An intelligent agent is an autonomous entity that can observe via sensors and direct its responses accordingly using actuators towards accomplishing goals [146]. These have been used mainly to automate the activities of customized service delivery for dynamic home environments, since they encompass the features necessary for achieving auto-configuration.

In more detail, the Sobot is context-aware, providing pertinent information in the right form at the required time and place. Context-awareness helps in filtering environmental information and allows the Sobot to work automatically. It helps systems to become ‘aware’ and to make decisions intelligently, reacting to events as they occur.

The Sobot with decision-making abilities can determine suitable actions based on the collection of data from numerous sources in a complex way [147]. It can recognize the prevalent context and in light of this, make decisions based on its inference engine, relying on a knowledgebase, then implement them with no need for direct consultation of the user each time. Therefore, it is easy to update its knowledge base at runtime.
Sobots have been applied in a system called NewsAlert [148] to detect and alert managers by delivering a personalized electronic newspaper as an avatar able to talk to users, who by altering the agent’s pitch, voice and speed can generate an attractive virtual persona. It has also been implemented as a virtual pet which can acquire actual information via the vision and voice system known as DogEar [149]

### 4.4 Robot Ethics

This expansion of computational systems’ ability to make decisions affecting people’s lives raises some ethical issues, because such systems have been evaluated only in terms of their efficiency in achieving the goals for which they were designed, regardless of any social implications. This issue has been termed ‘machine ethics’ or ‘computer ethics’ [150-152].

The most noteworthy ethical issue is the breach of users’ privacy. There is a risk that such ubiquitous techniques may intervene in an uncontrolled way into the lives of disabled people, particularly in tracking, recording and monitoring too much of their private lives [153]. This could have negative social implications such as breaching vulnerable people’s privacy by videoing them while they sleep [154]. It seems that the use of ubiquitous technology presents security and convenience, but at the expense of users’ privacy. This means that appropriate levels of privacy should be established, taking into account what is considered appropriate by users. On the other hand, argue that issues such as social acceptance and human-robot interaction cannot be researched thoroughly.
Another social implication is the concern among some experts that people may become dependent on the technology which makes decisions, plans activities and does specific jobs on their behalf [152]. The long-term consequences of robots looking after the elderly, children and sick people have not attracted much attention [120]. Indeed, these concerns apply not only to vulnerable people but, also to people in general, as our increasing dependence on such technologies will influence our ability to learn, think and remember [89].

However, there are still no successful accomplishments in either AmI or context-aware computing, which indicates how challenging it can be to develop a machine to act like a human being [53]. This raises the concern of how effectively such telecare and eHealth systems could enable more precise data to be sensed, collected and used. It still requires great effort to understand, infer and adjust to changing environments and their impact on behaviour patterns in significant ways in real time, and thus to be accepted by people in their normal lives.

There is an argument as to whether robots can be implicitly or explicitly ethical [150, 155]. Robots can be made implicitly ethical by creating software designed to avoid unethical consequences and implicitly promote and support ethical behaviour [150]. In other words, computers could be considered implicitly ethical agents if they could differentiate between what actions are safe and permissible and what are unsafe and prohibited from transferring personal information and treating people well, thus allaying critical concerns over reliability and safety [156]. For example, instead of video footage, digital representations might be used to ensure users’ anonymity [117]. Computers
should be limited to performing specific tasks. For instance, computers with detailed medication databases should prescribe medicines reasonably, so as not to cause harm.

Developing an ethical robot has been found to be challenging [157] perhaps because computers are purely syntactic machines, incapable of human understanding [158]. Research has revealed the difficulty of developing explicit, fully ethical computer agents, due to conflicting beliefs about what is considered ethical and the intricacy of programming computers to be fully ethical [120, 150, 157].

4.5 Knowledge Representation Technologies

4.5.1 Definition of Knowledgebase

Knowledge representation under AI research aims to represent knowledge in symbols to facilitate inference new elements of knowledge from the present knowledge elements [159-161]. The symbols are specifically concepts, facts and relations among them relevant to a given subject area, plus any mechanisms to be used to integrate them in order to resolve problems in that area. Compared with the human mind, computers do not have a clear technique to acquire knowledge autonomously and represent it internally [160]. Instead, they rely on humans to formulate their memories in the form of knowledge and to specify how to represent it.

Knowledge representation is a topic under-developed in both cognitive science and artificial intelligence (AI). The cognitive science is concerned with the way people process and store information. It is the theory base behind KR, because studying human thinking, particularly mental states, representational structures and computational procedures, i.e. thinking, reasoning and operating on them in the mind, is a key issue in
this discipline [146]. It is assumed in the cognitive science that the human mind can be mentally represented similar to computer data structures. Thus, the mind function can be simulated by computational algorithms.

AI is the area of computer science that investigates the nature of human understanding, knowledge and mental abilities, and applies theories to software [159]. AI aims to develop software programs to perform tasks that simulate human behaviours. In other words, it tries to approximate human reasoning outcomes by running programs to structure, represent, encode and manipulate heuristic and factual knowledge[162].

The AI techniques (e.g. object-attribute-value triplets, fuzzy facts, uncertain facts, semantic networks, rules, frames and ontologies, etc.) are utilised to represent knowledge in intelligent systems include Object-attribute-value (O-A-V) triplets are employed to represent facts about specific objects and their features [159]. An O-A-V triplet affirms an attribute value of a specific object where objects normally have more than one attribute. Fuzzy facts represent uncertainty by using the imprecise and unclear terms generally found in natural languages. In other words, the same term may be interpreted differently by people, as they may have different understandings of it [159]. Uncertainty of facts can be described by a simple but commonly utilized extension of O-A-V triplets. A certainty factor is defined as a numerical value given to a statement which represents the degree of belief in that statement [163].

Semantic networks provide a knowledge representation technique which aims to reflect cognition [164-166]. They are normally graphs of concepts, objects and situations in
some particular domain of knowledge (the nodes in the graph), joined by relationships of any kind (links or arcs). The network is used to represent several interrelated facts.

*Rules* are another knowledge representation technique that relates one or more conditions to one or more actions. The conditions are represented in the IF part of the rule, whereas the actions in the THEN part. This means that the actions may be inferred from the conditions when the statements are true. A *frame* is a knowledge representation technique and a data structure used to represent stereotypical knowledge of some concepts or objects. Frames are comparable to objects represented in object-oriented programming and are of two types: *class frames*, used to represent common attributes of similar objects, and *instance frames*, used to represent particular instances of a class frame.

These knowledge representation techniques serve as a medium for human expression, substituting real objects in the world inside an intelligent entity and indicating a partial belief about the way people infer new knowledge intelligently; they also serve as a means for effective computation and make a list of ontological commitments about the world [167]. For example, rules, logic, frames and so on all represent a conception about the types of objects that are essential in the world, i.e. commitments about how to view it. Rules involve inference logic about O-A-V triplets, while frames represent objects and their interactions and are appropriate for taxonomic reasoning.

There is no single ideal KR technique appropriate for all applications [168]. This indicates that developers of intelligent systems should choose the KR technique that best suits the application being developed. In other words, the technique that can end up
driving the application should be selected as the technique chosen can define outcomes through the way that it works. This highlights the importance of being aware of the various techniques to select from. The rationale behind selecting ontology rather than other technologies in this research is discussed in the following section.

4.5.2 Ontologies

Ontologies have lately gained major significance in knowledge representation [34, 112, 119, 169, 170]. They have been found a promising method for modelling contextual information because of their formal expressiveness and the potentials for applying reasoning techniques [171, 172].

4.5.2.1 The Ontology Concept

Ontology is a simple abstract vision of a specific domain which is represented for a specific purpose in the form of a conceptualization of things and the relationships among them. It is also explicit, as all its concepts and constraints are clearly defined; it captures consensual knowledge and is understandable by machines. It consists of a set of concepts, their relations and rules about a domain. Ontological analysis, as an extremely important part of knowledge, illustrates the structure of knowledge into a hierarchical classification or categorization of concepts of knowledge.

Webster’s Revised Unabridged Dictionary (1913) defines ontology as “That department of the science of metaphysics which investigates and explains the nature and essential properties and relations of all beings, as such, or the principles and causes of being” [173]. The concept of ontology has been incorporated into many AI technologies; in the realm of AI, it refers to a detailed description of a part of the world in a software
program. Significantly, it was developed to facilitate the sharing and reuse of knowledge in a real-world semantics [167, 174, 175].

In fact, Gruber’s definition of ontology as “a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [176] has been adopted by many researchers [177-179]. Here, a conceptualization means an abstract simple vision of the world which is represented for a specific purpose. Thus, it is a specification characterising the conceptualization in a very clear form. It is also explicit, as all its concepts and constraints are clearly defined. While “formal” signifies that the ontology should be understandable by machines, “shared” means that it captures consensual knowledge.

Although the Gruber’s definition is of great importance, it falls short in respect of “real-world semantics”, which is covered by Fensel defined real-world formal semantics, as well as consensual terms, intertwined with both machine and human understanding [180]. He highlighted its importance as a facilitator for sharing and reusing ontologies amongst machines and humans.

4.5.2.2 Ontology Features

The knowledge representation and reasoning is significant because it is beneficial to explain the behaviour of complex systems by employing a vocabulary which refers to beliefs, desires, and intentions and so on. It also makes particular problems easy to resolve. Ontology is a vital complement to knowledge about a particular domain as it illustrates the classifications of things, their known terms, their relationships, the applicable axioms and the constraints in the domain [159]. It is used to provide the
following useful features for intelligent systems and knowledge representation [181-183]:

- Ontology provides a **vocabulary**, defining the terms in a subject area. Vocabularies are finite lists of terms and their meanings which are identified in natural language and may be understood differently by people. Unlike human-oriented vocabularies, ontology provides *logical statements* to define the terms and their probable relationships, as well as specifying *the rules* for joining these terms and their relations. Consequently, ontology provides a machine-processable *common understanding* of the domain’s terms. It also provides a hierarchical categorization (taxonomy) of the classification of concepts within a domain in a machine-readable and machine-processable form (controlled vocabulary), based on shared ontological characteristics.

- An ontology is considered typical of *content theories*, as it specifies classes of objects, their relations and conceptual hierarchies in a certain domain in an elaborate way, using a particular *ontology representation language* [184]. A well-developed ontology enables different types of consistency checking of any contradiction in applications and enhances interoperability among various software applications [170].

- The major purpose of ontology is *knowledge sharing* and *knowledge reuse* by intelligent agents and applications. Sharing ontology enables the building of a certain knowledgebase that describes a specific situation, thus allowing the integration of information from different sources, which may be accessed by
distributed applications to obtain all the available information. However, these sources may provide the required information in various formats and at different levels of detail. This requires that the same ontology is recognized by all the sources, to enable automatic data conversion and the integration and interoperation of information.

Ontologies are widely used in various applications of computer science, including in the field of the Semantic Web (SW), where they play a central role by providing formal models of domain knowledge which can be used by intelligent agents [37, 185-188]. Ontology-based approaches largely support context awareness and the integration of different resource networks [6]. They utilize knowledge-based systems to employ inference and can be built using artificial intelligence modelling techniques such as first-order logic and description logic [169, 188, 189].

Because of its features, ontology is considered a suitable KR technique for autoconfiguration tasks [112, 119, 183, 190] which is the aim of this research. Auto-configuration requires systems that recognize when and where unexpected behaviour happens, analyse the problem context and base plans and decisions on the knowledge provided from the context. In particular, auto-configuration requires:

- Human knowledge to be presented and abstracted in a way that people can understand and machines can process (controlled vocabulary).
- Knowledge to be shared by humans and machines.
- Knowledge to be reused by machines.
This clearly indicates that the notion of knowledge is significant for the autonomic auto-configuration system which can be well represented by means of semantic models like ontology. It is also essential to suggest approaches which simplify the design and development of intricate and heterogeneous systems [30].

In particular, it serves as a framework to describe the various elements of the smart home environment. The ontology facilitates the sharing and reusing of automated knowledge between human and computer agents to achieve semantic interoperability thanks to its potential to interlink machine and human understanding using semantics. However, the machine does not attain a real understanding; instead, human understanding is encoded in a way which enables the machine to process it so that it comes to the same conclusions as if it had been processed by a human benefiting from logical reasoning.

4.5.2.3 Ontology Languages

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C; http://www.w3.org/) has developed languages to enable the Semantic Web technology (SW) to be used for developing ontological languages. While research on ontologies within the AI field was first undertaken in the 1990s, the idea of a semantic web [191-193] increased interest in the development of ontologies in the late 1990s.

Ontology has become the backbone of the SW [192, 194-196]. Since then, W3C has ensured that the ontology languages developed are compatible with recent Web standards and layers on top of them. In other words, any such language should be expressed in XML and if possible layered on top of RDF schema (RDFS). Figure 4.3
shows the SW language architecture, which has both syntactic and semantic language layering.

**The first (bottom) layer** has two components: Unicode and URI. Unicode is a character encoding system designed to create software applications which are able to operate in any language. A uniform resource identifier (URI) is a short string used to identify web resources such as images, services and downloadable files. These two components help the SW to include different languages and all resources.

![Semantic Web Language Architecture](image)

**Figure 4.3: Semantic Web Language Architecture [195]**

**The second layer** consists of XML, NS and Xmlscheme. XML [197] is a language for describing data using a number of tags with arbitrary names, which can be selected arbitrarily by the creator of the XML document. This implies that an XML document could be understood by a human reader if the names and structure of the tags were selected with care by the author and if the target reader understood the language used. However, this can cause problems, as people have different associations for terms. The
main aim of XML is to provide a technique which can be utilized to mark up and structure documents. This in turn enables machines to identify data in a document by their labels. For example, while some people would claim that the term ‘animal’ comprises humans, others might not accept this classification.

XML document data can be manipulated only in a prescribed way through organizing tags in a particular syntactical structure. XML can be utilized like a data exchange format where all parties participating in the exchange should agree on a general structure for the XML document, or a common XML schema, which is a language used to describe classes of XML documents. In other words, it provides structural prescriptions for XML documents. This means that the XML schema can be used to specify restrictions on what might come between the labels within XML documents, but it cannot be used to identify the meaning of tags, in spite of its feature to build hierarchies of element types. This hierarchy does not comprise conceptual knowledge, but functions only as a syntactic shortcut to enable reuse of complex definitions [192, 195]. NS stands for the namespace of an element, which is the scope in which it is valid. The XML schema keeps the principles of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) in place.

The third layer includes RDF and rdfschema. RDF is a framework developed in 1999 to represent information on the Web. It annotates the meta-data of web pages, is processed by machine and expresses knowledge in a limited, minimally flexible way. RDF has an abstract syntax which represents an uncomplicated graph-based data model, besides formal semantics with an accurately defined idea of entailment, presenting a basis for well-founded RDF data deductions.
RDFD is a semantic extension of RDF, which provides various essential ontological modelling primitives such as classes and properties [198]. Figure 4.4 shows a hierarchy how can be specified by RDFS. The fundamental construction of any RDF expression can be seen as a directed, labelled graph comprising nodes and labelled directed arcs which connect pairs of nodes.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.4: An is-a hierarchy(taxonomy) [195]

The RDF consists of a set of triples: Subject-predicate-object.

- The subject is a resource, identified by an URI.
- The predicate is a property name which denotes a relationship and identified by an URI.
- The object is the property value, either another resource or a simple value.
- The literal an identifier of what the node represents.
The fourth layer is the ontology vocabulary, which is used to standardize the means that can be employed in the Web. The third and fourth (RDF and ontology) layers together form the core of the SW language architecture.

The fifth layer is logic, which is a reasoning engine designed to explain the semantic links and infer useful facts about the semantics. The remaining layers in the architecture are trust and proof.

OWL was designed to be employed by applications which need to process information content, rather than merely presenting it to humans. The SW is seen as the future, whereby information accessible on the Web is assigned clear meaning, allowing machines to process and integrate it automatically. SW builds on XML’s capacity to identify customized tagging schemes as well as RDF’s flexible representation of data. Above RDF, the SW necessitates an ontology language that can formally express the meaning of terminology employed in Web documents. OWL supports greater machine interpretability of Web content than that sustained by RDF, XML or RDFS by offering additional vocabulary, besides a formal semantics to represent information in a way appropriate for applying to ontology.

OWL ontology comprises illustrations of property classes and their instances. With this ontology type, the formal OWL semantics identifies how to represent its logical consequences (facts not accurately apparent) in the ontology, rather than these being determined by the semantics. OWL consists of three expressive sublanguages: OWL Full, OWL DL and OWL Lite.
The ontology and rule-based language together constitute the knowledgebase representation. A rule is a technique for knowledge representation and structure which links one or more premises (conditions or antecedents) or situations to one or more conclusions (consequents) or actions. Researchers have confirmed the need for a Web rule language [112,169,183]. Rules lie above the ontology in the SW language hierarchy (Figure 4.3). A Web rule language is useful to express various types of rules; for example, standard rules are used for chaining the properties of ontologies, bridging rules for reasoning across domains, mapping rules for data integration between Web ontologies, querying rules for expressing intricate queries on the Web and meta-rules to facilitate ontology engineering. Rule-based languages maintain the standard characteristic of context-aware applications: “When something happens, if some facts are present, then do something”. Therefore, they are used to codify users’ preferences as reaction rules in the form of event-condition-action (ECA) rules.

The structure of an ECA rule is used initially as an application-independent method of expression whose degree of intricacy is based on the intricacy of its atoms (events, conditions and actions). It is also employed as an explanation technique, because the very rule which produces an action provides a valid human clarification of why that particular action was commanded. The context-triggered actions are simple rules, employed to indicate how context-aware systems should adjust as a result of encoding a context which triggers an action. The rationale for using these rules is to govern the system’s proactive behaviour, which can be symbolically expressed to enable users to understand them.
The SWRL[199-201] was developed to represent rule knowledge and is firmly integrated with OWL, as the predicates in SWRL rules may be either OWL-based classes or properties, interoperating between OWL and SWRL not only semantically and syntactically but also inferentially. This means that it is not sufficient to be able to create SWRL rules in OWL which can use OWL ontology’s vocabulary; rather, a vital requirement is to conduct reasoning in a semantically consistent way. This further indicates the need to exploit both the rule-based knowledge and the ontology to draw inferences. A combination of OWL and SWRL affords powerful inferential reasoning capabilities [202]. Chapter 6 provides a detailed explanation of SWRL and OWL and the rationale for using them in this research.

4.5.2.4 Ontology Models for Smart Homes

Formal context models need to be developed to provide context representation, as well as semantic interoperability amongst heterogeneous systems [119, 169, 203]. Modelling smart home environments using ontologies is an active research area exemplified by the European Home System (EHS) taxonomy, [169] DomoML [204, 205], pervasive computing modelling [206] and ambient intelligence environments [207].

The EHS taxonomy is defined as a home device classification system developed by the EHS consortium. It consists of the following major classes: Meter Reading, which incorporates measurement equipment; Housekeeping, which includes household systems and devices, and Audio and Video appliances such as telecommunication and multimedia appliances that are capable of establishing interaction [169]. The EHS taxonomy falls short in many respects and provides inefficient house modelling. In particular, it uses an incoherent modelling technique, since overlapping classes are
represented in different branches of the taxonomy. It also fails to deal with the functional representation, abilities and operations of appliances. It merely permits the simple, static depiction of environments, lacking any formal idea of the operating abilities of modelled entities.

DomoML provides a modular ontology for representing home environments. It proposes three main ontologies: DomoML-fun, DomoML-env and DomoML-core [205]. DomoML-fun provides ways of describing each domestic device’s functionalities, while DomoML-env simply describes all ‘fixed’ devices such as doors, furniture elements and walls. DomoML-core supports the connection of devices described by the DomoML-fun and DomoML-env constructs. However, it shows some weaknesses when implemented in real-world domotic systems. Firstly, it mixes various levels of modelling detail, which may lead to over-specification. For example, to define a lamp that can be lit, the modeller needs to describe the lamp including a related switch button, and a single lever. Moreover, it neither tackles and states modelling, nor offers facilities to enquire or auto-complete models. This leads to an awkward modelling effort when a new house needs to be described.

In the ubiquitous computing context, the Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications SOUPA [208] provides a modelling structure which includes vocabularies representing intelligent agents, space, time, user profile, actions, events and policies for privacy and security. SOUPA is organized into a main set of vocabularies which describes the above-mentioned concepts. However, it cannot be directly used to support intelligence and interoperability for home automation systems,
because it lacks several domain-specific concepts, such as suggested modelling of functionalities and devices.

Context-Broker Architecture (CoBrA) is an agent-based context-aware system which enables context-aware services in smart environments. It utilizes OWL to model SOUPA [209] and a privacy policy. In CoBrA, a centralized resource-rich Context Broker manages and maintains the shared context information and controls the devices and agents which contribute to context-aware services in the smart environment. The strongest advantage of CoBrA is that it allows users to identify the privacy policy, thus protecting their privacy [210]. CoBrA employs the OWL SW language to express context ontologies and reasoning about contexts. OWL is used in CoBrA as a sensibly expressive KR language appropriate for identifying many of the common ontologies employed in building intelligent ubiquitous computing applications.

CONtext ONtology (CONON) is an OWL-encoded context ontology developed for modelling context in ubiquitous environments and supporting logic-based reasoning about the context. It provides an upper context ontology which describes general concepts about a context and offers extensibility for including domain-specific ontologies in a hierarchical style [211].

The context model is structured on a group of abstract entities, where each describes a physical or conceptual thing, comprising Activity, Location and Computational Entity (CompEntity). Every entity is linked to its attributes (presented in OWL: DatatypeProperty) and associations with other entities (presented in OWL: ObjectProperty). The built-in OWL property (subClassOf) allows hierarchical
structuring of sub-class entities, thus supporting extensions to include new concepts which are needed in a particular domain [212]. Although it is generic, its concept hierarchy is based on traditional approaches, and several classes are oversimplified and inappropriate for representing domain-specific context knowledge [211].

4.6 Summary

This chapter has reviewed ubiquitous robotics systems and KR technology as the enabling technologies to achieve auto-configuration within smart home environments. Integrating the characteristics of ubiquitous robotics with SW technology was found to be a promising approach to achieving auto-configuration to enable autonomous or semi-autonomous service delivery within such an environment. The main aim is to enable services to utilise any device through any network, seamlessly within the smart environment, anywhere and at any time. It highlights the necessity of ontology-based auto-configuration systems, due to the difficulty of handling rapid changes in the smart home environments without human intervention. Ubiquitous robotics, with computational intelligence embedded both in the robot and in the environment, is fundamental to enabling smart home automation. The ontology-based approach largely supports context awareness and the integration of heterogeneous resource networks [203, 211].

The three revolutionary generations of robotics, namely industrial robotics, service robotics and ubiquitous robotics, have been reviewed. Ubiquitous robotics enables services to utilise any required device through any network within a given smart home.
environment, automatically, anywhere and at any time. The difficulty of developing explicit fully ethical robots has been highlighted.

Knowledge representation technologies, particularly ontologies, have also been utilized as a key component of the proposed approach. It has been found to have a profound impact in facilitating the proposed auto-configuration Sobot in order to realise a smart home system. It is particularly used as a framework to describe the various elements of the smart home environment. The ontology facilitates the sharing and reuse of automated knowledge between human and computer agents to achieve semantic interoperability. The coming chapters illustrate the way in which ubiquitous robotics and knowledge representation have been exploited for the purpose of this study.
Chapter 5: Knowledge-based Auto-configuration Sobot Architecture for Smart Home Environments

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the detailed characteristics and functionalities of the overall architecture of the proposed approach, named Knowledge-based Auto-configuration Sobot for Smart Home Environments. Auto-configuration is defined as the ability to adjust dynamically to altering circumstances by adapting the given system’s own configuration, hence allowing physical or software entities or a combination of both to be added, removed or modified without interrupting the whole service [213]. The auto-configuration Sobot is a key part of Distributed Integrated Care Services and Systems (iCARE) platform, developed in the iCARE project. It is designed as an infrastructure component to facilitate the deployment of iCARE services.
The development of smart home services has begun to be decoupled from that of smart home devices [22, 214]. Rather than being pre-bundled with devices, smart home services have been developed and deployed independently. Manufacturers of smart home devices use different data exchange formats, which are normally not made public. The fact that each device has its features and functions makes it difficult to have heterogeneous devices operating together seamlessly in the smart home network. This hinders the devices in joining or leaving the system without modifying the entire smart home architecture.

The consequence of this trend is a need to link services to appropriate devices efficiently. Due to the increasing number of smart devices and the complexity of smart home services, a major factor deterring the take-off of the smart home concept has been the complexity of installation or deployment. These problems demand standard solutions that benefit from system interoperability. An extensive analysis of the literature identifies auto-configuration as one of the main challenges faced by the developers of smart home environments, due to the difficulty of handling variations in the environment without significant human intervention.

Overall, the installation, configuration and integration of large and complex systems into the existing home environment constitute a time-consuming, intricate and error-prone process, even for experts. The proposed approach aims to overcome these challenges.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 presents an overview of the iCARE project, whereas the concept of an auto-configuring Sobot within the iCARE
architecture is discussed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 examines the requirements and specifications of the proposed approach and Section 5.5 illustrates the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model adopted as a suitable approach to build a Sobot system with cognitive capabilities. Section 5.6 details the components of the Sobot solution within iCARE. The chapter ends with a summary and conclusion.

5.2 Overview of the iCARE Project

The iCARE project was designed to accomplish and deliver an integrated distributed home care system. The system architecture has a profound impact on the design and implementation of such a high quality system. This section presents an overview of the iCARE platform, focusing on its fundamental elements and their roles in realizing the iCARE vision. These fundamental functional elements are depicted in the reference architecture of the iCARE system (Figure 5.1). It is a generic layered architecture designed to tackle the issues progressively. The diagrammatic representation of iCARE, showing the various activities and identifying the main focus of the thesis (the configuration Sobot), is highlighted in light green in the harmonisation layer.

The iCARE system focuses on and is driven by user’s needs. The care receiver’s health status is determined by monitoring a number of parameters which show the interaction amongst the care receivers and their environment. The parameters could be any change in the care receivers’ mobility, sleep patterns, etc. which can indicate changes in their functional health status. Based on the detected parameters, the system will automatically provide appropriate health services. This could in turn help to maintain an independent high quality of life and reduce the cost of receiving hospital care for elderly people.
5.2.1 iCARE Actors and Context

Figure 5.1 shows that the integrated care context consists of people and care-related devices, both environmental and medical. Environmental devices monitor and manage the overall quality of the environment, providing care and wellbeing for all care receivers. Medical devices, whether implantable, wearable or embedded in the environment, include sensors to measure blood pressure, heartbeat and body
temperature, and to detect falls, motion and location, among others. They monitor and manage the signs received concerning each care receiver’s wellbeing status. The advances in transmission standard technologies for these health monitoring devices (e.g. Zigbee, Bluetooth, RS-232) help to enhance telemonitoring healthcare systems [215]. These message communication standards for medical devices are needed to facilitate the integration of medical devices and systems [214, 215].

The participants are identified as follows:

- **The care receiver** is the focus of the service provision and the recipient of care services. The care receiver’s communications are directed to the integrated care platform and can be categorized as the individual’s preferences and manually raising the alarm using private devices when needed.

- **Informal carers** are generally the relatives of care receivers. They may react to occasional events, but usually prefer to be informed of the most important events and of progress in handling them.

- **Formal carers** are sources of observational data and can be identified as the major deliverers and contact points of care-related services. They not only provide physical care, but also continually assess the wellbeing and condition of care receivers and identify potential problems. They are also responsible for reacting to alarms, so they must be able to access easily all information related to the care receiver.

- **The care centre** constantly assesses the overall wellbeing of the care receiver and responds by altering the care plan accordingly. It is also responsible, in
emergency situations, for coordinating the actions of formal carers and other emergency response teams and units, e.g. ambulance, police and firefighters. This necessitates that the care centre should be kept informed of the location and actions of formal carers and emergency teams.

- **The installer and maintenance staff** are responsible for maintaining the functionality of devices, installing new devices, upgrading and maintaining existing ones. This requires the staff to be able to access the device resource existing on site.

Based on the above-mentioned human roles, the services can be categorized as follows:

- **Assistive services** are responsible for extending the user’s capabilities and helping her/him to accomplish particular tasks. The user triggers the service, which in turn performs the action once. This is deemed a substitution for the user’s action. For instance, a user who finds it hard to open a door manually can make use of the control console to do so.

- **Automation services** will automatically execute a function without requiring much intervention from the user, repeatedly executing the action according to sensing data received and fulfilling the user’s preferences. For instance, the temperature control service continually monitors the ambient temperature and adjusts it to the user’s favouroured level. In this case, the user can occasionally modify the preferred temperature.

- **Decision-supporting services** are responsible for a continuous gathering of information in support of human decisions. Unlike automation services,
these do not automatically execute an action, but wait for the user or operator
to make a decision and execute the action according to the collected
information provided by decision-supporting services. The wellbeing
monitoring service will collect data on the user’s daily information in
support of human decisions. Data fusion, such as combining transitions and
activity, provides useful information to the health monitoring service. The
decision-supporting services do activities and communicate them to the
operator or carer. It may raise an alarm if it detects an irregular status, then
the operator or carer will make a decision and execute an action.

5.2.2 iCARE Reference Architecture
This section describes an abstract structure comprising the fundamental components of
the home care system design, as represented in Figure 5.1. As mentioned earlier, the
reference architecture of the iCARE system is a generic layered one, whose five layers,
beginning at the bottom of Figure 5.1, are explained in the following sections:

5.2.2.1 Supporting Layer
The supporting layer is shared by all other layers, facilitates the delivery of care services
and deals with the common technical aspects of the system. It consists of these
elements:

- **Authentication, authorisation and privacy**: This component addresses
  security concerns to ensure secure data and information flow through
  authentication, authorisation and privacy techniques. Authentication refers
to techniques to establish and label the identities of individuals; and
authorisation utilizes the identification provided by authentication to implement the access policy and manage individual access to data and information in the system. It also ensures that information and data are encrypted when transmitted between networks. The authentication and authorisation mechanisms help to achieve data privacy, particularly in the case of sensitive data on carers, receivers or clients, based on the privacy policy set by the care centre.

- **Presentation:** This is the general home computer interface to enable users to access the system. It may be either separate client software or accessible via the Web. The user interface may be needed by any of the other layers because of different users’ roles. The user interface appropriately adapts to different individuals’ needs. This helps to enhance accessibility and good interaction between the system and users with different requirements, skills, abilities and limitations, such as in visual and audio acuity (e.g. touch tablets with Braille labels to be used by blind users) [216-218].

- **The billing component** collects the information needed to calculate the user’s bill. It keeps a record of service usage so that the customer can be charged appropriately. The billing information which can be received from the other layers is determined by the business operational model.

- **WAN communication management** is responsible for ensuring uninterrupted communication with the wide area network. It can appear in many layers (e.g. device interface, harmonisation, service), depending on
the physical deployment strategy. It will switch between communication channels according to availability and quality.

5.2.2.2 Device Interface Layer

The device interface layer is meant to resolve problems related to the representation of the device logic in the system. It introduces the care receiver and the medical and environmental devices into the existing system. It integrates the devices into objects and makes provision for services to access relevant devices, as well as allowing the care receiver to access and use the system. The main focus of the system is to make the home network a more dynamic entity which is able to add and remove devices flexibly.

The Home Area Network (HAN) communication manager manages various devices and components of the HAN, monitors the availability of devices and handles device registration/un-registration and network errors within various network domains. Another means of representing devices in the system space, commonly known as the device wrapper object, facilitates a quick response to any queries on behalf of devices and gives updates on their status. It also serves to shield particular device communication characteristics, i.e. it translates various specific device communication protocols into the destination high-level protocol. In collaboration with the HAN communication manager, the wrapper object manager manages the lifecycle of device wrapper objects. In detail, it creates a wrapper object when a new device joins its designated network, and destroys the wrapper object once the device leaves the network. The wrapper object manager achieves lifecycle management by utilising the device network protocol. It relies on the device joining network protocol and underlying mechanism to validate the device as complying with the (de facto or international)
standard. By interpreting the network registration information, it can create the right wrapper object for an individual device. Each device wrapper object delegates the accessibility parameters and status of the device to overcome the issue of the device (e.g. a battery powered one) being temporary unreachable.

### 5.2.2.3 Harmonisation Layer

The harmonisation layer tackles interoperability issues amongst various interconnected devices and services, transforming each device-specific message into a service-explicit message and vice versa. A generic and reusable tool to accomplish such transformations is the already existing message transformation engine, which facilitates an efficient message transformation associated with a standard and confirmed solution instead of establishing an individual one. This is achieved by using a transformation script to drive the transformation engine. The transformation manager manages the number of engines and transformation scripts available, increasing the number of engines to handle high volume demand and reducing it to release resources. The transformation manager also stores the individual transformation script for each entity according its function, categorises the script and recovers individual transformation scripts when required.

To deal with synchronized transformation problems, the transformation scheduler is employed to schedule the transformation process in light of the priority policy. Instead of manually establishing and recording each transformation, the configuration Sobot can be utilized to automatically create a transformation channel, depending on the device profile and service profile. It can also remove a transformation channel when it is no longer required, such as when a device or service leaves or enters the system. The device manager, which controls the device instances in the system, assists in
discovering accessible devices. The device context manager collects and stores context information concerning accessible devices that facilitates the use of services, which means that information such as location can be utilized to characterize a device. It can be employed to realize context-aware services. For instance, the device context manager provides information about the location and motion detection, which in turn allows the service to deduce area occupancy information.

5.2.2.4 Service Layer

The service layer addresses service operation problems with the help of a service container, which enables services from diverse provision sources to be freely deployed in the system. The container may be disseminated across different locations to host services, based on the deployment strategy. On the other hand, services can be hosted outside the system and used via the network, in which case the service container may not be used. The service manager, in basic terms, deals with the lifecycle of services in the container and monitors the services outside it. It can facilitate an access point to control the various states of a service such as deployment, start, stop and pause. For outdoor services, it provides a central access point for other system components. The service context manager gathers and controls information on the service context. It may incorporate service status and the configuration parameters. Such service context information is significant for other services to adjust to changes of service characteristics, as any service can be regarded as a functional component to be used by other services.
5.2.2.5 Service Execution Layer

Finally, the service execution layer comprises the system functions needed to incorporate all available services collectively and accomplish individual care service objectives. The personal health record is used to document information on the care receiver’s health in a standard format, employed for developing clinical and care plans. It is a complex document, for which a multitude of forms have been suggested: medical images, text-based documents, voice data, machine tracings, etc. The assessment and care plan component enables the carer to evaluate the care receiver’s conditions and to create and develop a personal care plan. As an iterative process, it enables the carer to perform regular assessments and alter the care plan accordingly.

In order to optimise the carer’s productivity, the care plan executor bridges the gap between care plan and obtainable care services. It converts the high-level care plan to service implementation and realizes the care plan description. Patient and client management deals with information on individual care receivers to ease service delivery. The information concerned may refer to the account (e.g. account name, authentication method), to details of the general practitioner (GP), to the home address or personal contacts. The service orchestrator structures a high-level work flow in implementation form to connect certain services together, which in turn represents the intended business model and simplifies the operations.

Finally, as most information management happens within a service team, the coordinator coordinates the information flow to ensure consistent service delivery. For example, the care centre will be the first to receive an alarm message and it may react by selecting the closest carer, passing on the alarm message and its related information.
to the chosen carer’s mobile device securely via authentication and wireless encryption. These two security schemes can ensure protection against unauthorized wireless access to device-transmitted data. It is important to achieve the secure transmission of the required medical data and information to ensure safe and effective use of medical devices. This is particularly vital for medical devices which execute critical life-supporting functions. In dealing with the alarm, the carer may employ the mobile device to access further information (e.g. medical history) and record the actions undertaken. These actions should be automatically reported to the care centre system. It is the coordinator’s responsibility to ensure that information flows through the whole system and that the accurate information needed to make a decision is obtainable.

5.3 Service Delivery Schema within the iCARE Architecture

The auto-configuration solution is mainly concerned with the management, configuration and deployment of applications, as well as their integration into the environment. Ubiquitous robotics, which merges ubiquitous computing with robotic technology, offers potential solutions (i.e. auto-configuration Sobot and its powerful features) for smart home auto-configuration, illustrated in Section 4.3. It enables services to utilize any device seamlessly across any network within an intelligent home environment, anywhere and at any time. It automatically delivers services in a cooperative fashion by achieving fast auto-configuration of smart home systems based on a knowledge-based auto-configuration Sobot without user intervention.

The automatic configuration generated by the Sobot is necessary to ease the whole configuration process in the smart home environment. The configuration Sobot executes
three main tasks: checking whether a required operation is supported by the smart home environment; generating a new configuration by performing a series of logistical operations which interconnect the required operations, based on the available knowledge; and providing feedback of the reason for any task failure which occurs if any of these tasks is not completed.

A knowledgebase is used to describe the context of the smart home environments. It allows the Sobot to select automatically the resources most appropriate to the context of the applications, via semantic searching and matching. This automatic selection will reduce the amount of data exchanged and the number of operations needed during an application configuration.

The development from a typical iCARE manual configuration process to an automatic one is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Device manufacturers supply devices and service suppliers provide services. In the typical manual configuration process, device and service manuals are also provided to explain their installation procedures and functionalities. The system installers install the devices and deploy the services according to these manuals and their experience. Their knowledge and experience also help them to link the devices logically to the services. The sensors are simply placed by the installers in the ‘normal’ locations. However, it is not enough merely to place sensors in a room; they must be in the right place so that their functionalities are not compromised. Determining the right place to install them requires a range of factors, of which height of the occupants is one, to be taken into account. This helps to make all the occupants clearly visible to the sensors in all places in the target rooms.
However, this kind of typical practice is problematic, as any wrong interpretation of these manuals will lead to service failure, placing a major burden on the installer’s shoulders. The need for experience and knowledge may exceed the capability of a normal household. Additionally, since knowledge and experience of the system configuration are held by an individual installer, it will not be very easy to share or transfer them with others.
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*Figure 5.2: iCARE Configuration Process Architecture*
The proposed structure supports the sharing of information across a wide range of installations so that lessons learnt from one can be readily incorporated into other practices. Therefore, automating the configuration activities executed by an auto-configuration Sobot is a new approach to overcoming the configuration challenge.

The advance of knowledge-based technology in mimicking the activities of an installer makes the approach feasible. The essential part of the approach is to describe the knowledge formally, which allows the machine to understand and process it within the system. This knowledge includes the formal description of each device by its manufacturer, the formal description of each service by its supplier, the formal description of the setup by the installer and the knowledge needed to create the logical link, also held by the installer.

5.4 Requirements and Specifications of the Proposed Approach

A good understanding of the configuration of the linkage between smart home services and devices, as well as the related requirements and specifications, is considered to be vital for designing a successful solution strategy. The proposed approach should obviously identify the corresponding requirements and specifications to ensure their accuracy and completeness in meeting the smart home’s needs.

The auto-configuration system can simplify the complexity and reduce the cost of the management and employment of applications, services and devices in a smart home environment [219]. Techniques inspired by autonomic computing and ubiquitous robotics can be utilized to automate the heterogeneous resources of the home environment. This section discusses autonomic ubiquitous robotics and in particular the
auto-configuration Sobot system. The majority of smart home environments is composed of various resources: personal computers, embedded devices, sensors, smartphones, etc. In light of the ubiquitous computing model suggested by Weiser [54], the environmental information processes are distributed amongst the resources.

The proposed model is very much related to the smart home environment in terms of the relationships between them. In other words, several resources communicate information in a dynamic environment where they quickly enter and leave the system, etc. With auto-configuration, it is likely to deploy many applications automatically. Given its major features of seamless and calm interaction with the environment, context-aware intelligence and context-aware self-learning, an intelligent Sobot is capable of performing a multitude of tasks [132]. By virtue of its intelligence, a Sobot can be aware of the surroundings by itself and interact with the other components of the system. It can also operate as an individual autonomous entity, selecting an appropriate activity according to its own internal state with no help from others.

The auto-configuration Sobot is responsible for forming a new configuration subsequent to its analysis of the latest requirements and for inferring new knowledge about the environment via its inference engine utilizing a user defined rules. The inferred new knowledge allows the smart home system to adapt to these requirements accordingly. It creates a new or alternative feasible configuration which meets the system’s requirements and includes a sequence of available smart home activities. The Sobot decides on the new configuration of the smart home, using facts inferred from the ontological model, the user’s perceptions and wishes, information abstracted from the
project specification and requirements (see Section 6.5.3). If the Sobot detects any conflict, it will notify the user, who will resolve the conflict manually.

The proposed Sobot is different from traditional applications in terms of adding self-awareness of the dynamic environment. Reliability and flexibility are both pivotal requirements for the proposed approach, because any mistake or failure in the operation of smart home services may prove prohibitively costly. The complexity of the smart home environment is solved in the proposed model by intelligent techniques based on semantic descriptions or a set of rules governing the application. Overall, the approach should be reliable and flexible enough to satisfy the requirements of smart home environments, ease of use and minimum user intervention, and to enhance the healthcare monitoring services.

The Sobot requirements and specifications are as follows:

- **Awareness.** The Sobot needs to be aware of its digital and physical environment. It must sense environmental changes directly or via the iCARE platform. These include devices or services joining or leaving the environment, and the context of changes to devices and services.

- **Reasoning.** The Sobot needs to be able to interpret these changes, extract the relevant contextual data, and then encode these data into appropriate formats. By utilising available knowledge locally or remotely, the Sobot should modify the configuration plan, based on the new information. Eventually, it needs to generate an auto-configuration plan to adapt to current system conditions.
• **Validation.** The Sobot needs to validate any new information or knowledge. It should be able to avoid contaminating the knowledgebase by isolating and eliminating any inconsistent information.

• **Continuous Service.** The Sobot needs to be able to execute the generated auto-configuration plan without interrupting the running of the system.

### 5.5 The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) Model

Based on this review, the Sobot’s major features (automatic interaction with the environment and its components, context-aware intelligence and context-aware self-learning) mean that the proposed approach can be considered suitable to facilitate the auto-configuration of smart home services (discussed in Section 4.3). A Sobot can learn from experience, which in turn will be shared across a group of installations. Thus, it is useful to model a computing entity as a Sobot when creating intelligent ubiquitous computing systems [220]. Sobot is a powerful software agent which mimics an autonomous and adaptable agent in nature and is able to migrate and take control of the other two types of Ubibot[221].

This study has adopted the belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture as a suitable approach to build Sobot systems with cognitive capabilities [222, 223]. BDI architecture is extensively employed in AI research [224-226]. The BDI model is not only a well-known approach for the execution of the Sobot’s practical reasoning techniques [227-229], but also highly appropriate for dynamic environments, because it offers a higher performance than task-oriented systems in uncertain and dynamic environments, which requires automatic recovery from erroneous situations [230].
BDI software model was developed for programming deliberative Sobot using symbolic representations of their beliefs, desires and intentions to reach given goals [231, 232]. A BDI Sobot has goals relating to the anticipated target smart home system state (desires) and acquires knowledge of itself and the surrounding smart home environment (beliefs), based on which it makes decisions to respond to changes based on plans [231]. These goals can be achieved by executing particular tasks (called intentions) utilizing actuators in the virtual and real worlds [233]. These tasks are generally predefined by the software developer and continually reassessed to establish their efficient advancement of the system towards the target state [234, 235]. If not sufficiently advanced, it may re-examine its decisions, eliminate suboptimal tasks and start new encouraging ones instead [224].

This further implies that the BDI architecture facilitates the behaviour of the goal-driven system. The focus of the BDI approach is on reasoning in a resource-bounded agent [236]. Resource bounds arise from the potential limits to agents’ memory or computational power and their ability to gather information on the environment. This means that agent reasoning takes time. Moreover, such agents act in dynamic environments, which may change while the agent is reasoning. The agent cannot stop the environment changing around it while it continues reasoning. It may also be slow in deciding on a plan, so that by the time it has finished, the environment may have altered sufficiently to invalidate the plan [237]. Each time the agent recognized a new fact, it would have to begin planning from scratch, which would mean that it spent all its time planning and re-planning, thus never actually doing anything.
This BDI architecture has been adopted as a suitable approach to build Sobot systems with cognitive capabilities. The BDI concept has been incorporated with semantics through its logical semantic-based programming languages. The Sobot’s beliefs, which are stored in the Sobot’s belief base, are entirely based on semantic data. New information acquired from the environment and delivered to the Sobot is also stored in the knowledgebase, which is automatically and hence non-deterministic enriched, using description logic (DL) reasoning. Furthermore, semantic reasoning is executed to generate the new knowledge necessary for the actions required to achieve goals, based on the semantic beliefs. The DL reasoner [238] supports consistency checking amongst all classes and relationships in the smart home environment and classification (subsumption) or instance checking, which is concerned with inferring a new hierarchy from the stated definitions [37].

Subsequently, agents can retrieve the outcomes of reasoning through these beliefs. This provides vital support in working towards the targeted interoperability within the smart home environment system. This BDI Sobot-based technique has been proposed to facilitate the dynamic reconfigurable testing of service systems [239]. Its purpose is to benefit from the Sobot’s collaborative ability, autonomy and reactivity.

Thus, the auto-configuration framework whose design is presented in this thesis was inspired by the BDI model for the employment of the Sobot’s reasoning mechanism. The rationale for this is that it is recognized not only as one of the most effective approaches to reasoning, but also as appropriate for dynamic smart home systems. Figure 5.3 shows how the structure of the Sobot based on the BDI model.
The following is a more detailed explanation of the application of the BDI model to the Sobot. First, *beliefs* represent the Sobot’s recent factual knowledge of the environment in relation to an internal world model. This model needs to be updated frequently by measurements elicited from sensors embedded in the environment, caching the existing world model state and storing continuous information such as the attributes of applications, users’ preferences and the Sobot’s properties.

*Desires* are the Sobot’s goals related to a preferred target system state. They describe high-level concepts in the Ubibot’s brain, serving to adjust its activities to attain goals as rapidly as possible. In pursuit of these goals, the Sobot performs tasks or intentions utilizing actuators in the environment. *Intentions* stand for the Sobot’s commitment to its desires (goals) and the plans designated to attain them. Intentions must be consistent and cannot contradict each other.

![BDI-based Structure of Sobot](image)

*Figure 5.3: The BDI-based Structure of Sobot [230].*
The tasks presently being carried out are continually re-examined to validate the efficient progress of the system towards the target state [230].

Above all, it must be able to execute the auto-configuration plan it has generated without interrupting the running of the smart home system. A detailed description of the conceptual solution of the configuration Sobot, specifications and functions is provided in the following section.

5.6 Configuration Sobot Conceptual Solution

As shown in Figure 5.1, the Sobot which is the focus of this thesis is a key component in the iCARE project. The Sobot is responsible for linking devices and services automatically. The sharing of discovered knowledge is functionally embedded in the Sobot. The figure shows the Sobot and its components as an integral part of the iCARE platform.

The architecture of the Sobot has the following four interdependent components, shown in the large shaded box in Figure 5.4: a resource handler, a local knowledgebase, a configuration plan generation engine and a configuration plan executor.

The device manager manages all devices which join the iCARE ecosystem and monitors their status, while the service manager does the same for all services within the iCARE ecosystem. The XML message bus is responsible for interlinking the devices and services to deliver the required services. It can be auto-configured via API. The centre knowledgebase stores the stable, refined and validated knowledge shared across
the iCARE ecosystem. The following sections illustrate the functions of Sobot and its components which will be further elaborated in Chapters 7 and 8.

Figure 5.4: Sobot Architecture

5.6.1 The Resource Handler Component

The resource handler is the input of the Sobot, monitoring the status of devices, services and context. It generates the configuration of relevant events and encodes the relevant information. The resource handler provides knowledge regarding the requirements and specifications of the iCARE resources (services, devices and context) needed for decision making. While the specification and requirements are presented in XML files, environmental knowledge is presented in a standard file.
5.6.2 The Local Knowledgebase

The local knowledgebase localises the central knowledgebase to an individual or special environment by extracting common or shared knowledge from the central knowledgebase. The knowledge model component extracts explicit information, which is then analysed and modelled to make it easy to access and manipulate.

Based on the contribution of knowledge, the knowledge model is divided into four models: device model, service model, configuration model and context model, as shown in Figure 5.5.

The device and service models are provided to formally describe the devices and service entities. The context model is used by installers to describe the physical environment so that the devices and services to be deployed can be specified. The configuration model formally encodes the practice and experience of installers to create logical connections between devices and services. The sub-models will be further explained in Chapter 6.

5.6.2.1 Context Model

The purpose of the context model is to describe the physical environment characterising the operating environment of the devices and services. The context model includes two models to describe two physical systems: a location model and a physical device model. The location model is intended to model various parts of the home in order to specify physical entities related to location, segment physical areas, identify individual physical areas and describe the relations between them.

The physical device model is designed to model devices that cannot be directly interacted with via digital messages, but of which the digital system needs to be aware.
The status of these devices can be monitored only via add-on sensors and they can be controlled only via add-on actuators. The physical device model will be further discussed in Section 6.4.2.1.
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**Figure 5.5: Knowledge Package Model**

### 5.6.2.2 Device Model

The aim of the device model is to impose a proper structure through which one can model a device across various domains in a consistent fashion. Unlike the physical device model, devices within this model can interact actively with a digital ecosystem by generating and/or receiving digital messages. The digital ecosystem is a distributed, adaptive, networked architecture which helps to optimize control decisions and facilitate
information obtainability and accessibility [20, 21, 23]. Thus, to achieve highly precise automation within several domains, shared formal semantics should be added. The device model focuses on specifying a general structure to present the meaning and intention of messages. In this research, the device entity is specified as the top artefact of the device model, which represents an independent physical entity within the digital environment. Thus, it is regarded as host to the attributes and functions related to the specific device, which will be discussed later in Section 6.5.2.2.

5.6.2.3 Service Model

The service model is a model of the device (or resource) artefacts from an application perspective, so the service can be connected to and utilise the correct resources. The service model introduces a new concept by deriving it from the device concept. The main method of derivation can be summarised as refinement and reclassification. For refinement, IndoorTemperature is defined as a temperature measurement and location is IndoorArea. For re-classification, FireAlarm is defined as SmokeAlarm or COAlarm or GasAlarm. The service entity is specified as the top artefact of service model, which has URL address, and a parameter. A further illustration of the service model is provided in Section 6.5.2.3.

5.6.2.4 Configuration Model

Rather than introducing new concepts, the configuration model mimics the practice and experience of installers to create logical connections between devices and services in the form of rules. It is basically utilized to connect the smart home services with the available devices through semantic searching and matching. For example, it automatically creates a link between temperature sensor and heating control service
inferring that the temperature sensor measures the outdoor temperature, so the outdoor temperature sensor should be connected to the heating control service. The outdoor temperature sensor is used to achieve the early start and early stop home temperature control. The early start and stop energy conservation control strategy uses three variables—active occupancy, preferred internal temperature and external temperature—to reduce space heating operation time (discussed in detail in Section 8.3). Further elaboration of the configuration model and this example is provided in the following Chapters.

5.6.3 Configuration Plan Generation Engine Component

The Sobot has an inference engine that derives recommendations from the knowledgebase models. By utilising the local knowledgebase, the configuration plan generation engine generates a valid configuration plan. A piece of software called the reasoner is used to infer logical consequences from a set of declared facts or axioms. The reasoning (inference) component of the decision engine consists of inferred rules and a forward-chaining rule decision engine for performing intelligent reasoning, which in turn generates a final configuration. The decision engine generates a feasible configuration that meets the given requirements using the smart-home project specification, while the knowledge-based model uses the Pellet resources configuration in the project. Reasoning mechanisms are required for checking and validating the consistency of the knowledge model, besides checking and testing the related rules for understanding the context.

The reasoning process is executed in two steps: the first one is ontology-based reasoning which is utilized to check the consistency amongst classes and relationships
in the context. The second one is user-defined rule-based reasoning (discussed in detail in Section 6.5.3) which employs automatic first-order logic to help the Sobot to infer new knowledge using a built-in reasoner engine (Pellet) in Protégé software. In other words, high-level implicit contextual data cannot be immediately obtained from sensors, but is instead inferred from sensor-driven, low-level explicit contextual data, such as environmental information and physical location, for knowledge reasoning.

5.6.4 Configuration Plan Executor
The configuration plan executor will automatically execute the generated configuration plan to ensure that the system is configured without interrupting normal operation, based on the knowledge models and the inference rules specified in the reasoning engine. The result is an auto-configuration of the devices and/or the services leaving or joining the smart home system. Its functional units together provide the mechanisms that control the implementation process of the configuration plan, resulting in dynamic updates. Further elaboration is provided in Section 7.4.4.

5.7 Summary
This chapter has presented a detailed description of the proposed ubiquitous robot system, namely the Knowledge-based Auto-configuration System for automating smart home services. It has presented the specifications of the proposed approach required for it to be applicable as an infrastructure for smart home services. It has also discussed the general architecture of the system and the proposed configuring Sobot, including the resource handler, the local knowledgebase, the configuration plan generation engine and the configuration executor, generating a feasible configuration that meets the
requirements of the smart home project specification. This high-level conceptual
description will be discussed in more detail in chapters 6 and 7. Specifically, these
chapters will clarify the means of building the knowledgebase model and generating the
inference rules, as well as the language used. The development platform for ontology
modelling and knowledge acquisition will also be presented.
Chapter 6: Knowledgebase Model for Auto-configuration Sobot within a Smart Home Environment

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the knowledgebase model created to enable the Sobot to achieve auto-configuration, in order to realise the vision of a smart home system environment. To achieve auto-configuration of a smart home system, it is necessary to solve the problem of how to select particular components automatically for specific operations. In order to do this, very significant issues in the field of auto-configuration are the semantic web language, which should be expressive enough to formally describe the relevant smart home components, their functionalities and relationships, and to facilitate seamless automatic configuration; the technique adopted to generate interaction among
these components dynamically; and the criteria chosen for selecting automatic software components. This interaction is required to accomplish the given system’s goals, based on the descriptions of these components.

This chapter begins with an explanation of ontology-based knowledge representation in Section 6.2, then sections 6.3 and 6.4 present the ontology modelling method adopted and the smart home ontology design for the proposed auto-configuration Sobot. Section 6.5 explains the design and building of the knowledgebase model using Protégé and the chapter ends with a summary.

### 6.2 Ontology-based Knowledge Representation

The knowledgebase is used as a framework to describe the various elements of the smart home environment. It plays a significant role in helping the Sobot to select automatically the most appropriate resources to meet the demands of the applications via semantic searching and matching. To achieve this, modelling the environment helps to understand the smart home resources and their relations, facilitating the Sobot’s role in selecting those classes which are essential to accomplish auto-configuration. The knowledgebase for the auto-configuration Sobot is modelled by building an ontology of the smart home’s concepts, sub-concepts and instances (individuals), including their relations, and the creation of a number of rules and facts.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, ontology is “a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain” [240]. It is generally expressed in a logic-based language to define precise and meaningfully distinguished classes, their properties and
relations. It consists of machine-readable definitions of the main concepts in a particular domain of knowledge, their properties and relations. Thus, the creation of an ontology is a vital step in devising an efficient knowledge representation system, and vocabulary is required to perform an efficient ontological analysis of the domain. The reasons for using ontology are to share a common understanding of the information structure amongst software agents and people, to facilitate reuse of domain knowledge, to clarify the domain assumptions and analyse its knowledge.

The ontology knowledge model of the resources in the target smart home environment is described using OWL DL, developed by W3C. The interoperability of OWL, which is used for defining web ontologies, is attained by using the standardized eXtensible Markup Language (XML). OWL supports knowledge reuse and sharing, which are vital for adding new facts to the designed model and updating it. OWL DL, a dialect of OWL, is employed here to express the proposed knowledge model, in order to ensure that reasoning will be computable as well as decidable.

Protégé® [37], which is utilized for modelling the knowledgebase, has two components: the terminological box TBox (formal specification) and the assertional box ABox (instances of resources that conform to TBox) as shown in Figure 6.1. Each resource has an OWL document with instances (individuals) of all the classes of the resources. To support the addition of new resources to the smart home environment, the present model needs to introduce more particular sub-concepts for each resource, their associated relationships and their related instances of the objects.
The ontology document comprises of **TBox** only, while the objects’ OWL documents comprise of both parts: **TBox** and **ABox**.

![Ontology diagram](image.png)

**Figure 6.1: Knowledgebase of the Smart Home Domain [30].**

To build the ontology model, Protégé 4.1 successfully served as ontology design environment [35]. It is an ontology editor as well as a knowledgebase framework. Ontology within Protégé can be displayed in various formats: OWL, RDF(S) and XML Schema. It provides a plug-and-play (PNP) environment which helps in quick prototyping and software application development.

In Protégé, OWL properties signify the relationships between two instances (individuals). The three main types are **object**, **data** and **annotation** properties. An object property describes the relationships between two different classes. These relationships are needed to represent appropriately the way various entities in the iCARE environment collaborate to model a situation that holds in the target environment.
Object properties connect individuals from the domain to individuals from the range. As to the second type, every class has its own features to specify facts of the class and/or to manage the individuals generated from the class. Data properties connect an individual to Resource Description Format (RDF) literal or an XML Schema data value. The third type of property of OWL is the annotation property, which can be employed to add useful information to classes and individuals, such as labels, comments, author creation date or references [241].

6.3 Ontology Modelling Method

This section describes the ontology modelling method adopted in this thesis. The present ontology is modelled following the stages enumerated by [241, 242], as a method specifically designed for domain experts rather than ontology engineering.

The general stages of designing and developing the ontology are shown in Figure 6.2 and the details are in the following stages:

The first stage of developing an ontology begins by defining its source and domain, then generally extends to defining its scope and purpose. The purpose of the ontology is to guide the design process by acting as a domain conceptualization [241]. This is achieved by answering the following questions [243], as illustrated in Section 6.4:

- Which domain does the ontology cover?

- What is the purpose of the ontology?
- What are the questions that can be answered via the information provided in the ontology?
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**Figure 6.2: Ontology Development Process [241]**

The **second stage** entails checking the ontologies already developed in a similar area. It is easier to manipulate an existing ontology to suit one’s needs and requirements than to generate a new one from scratch.
The third stage is brainstorming, to identify and enumerate the most important ontological concepts and phrases in the given domain. Creating a taxonomy of smart home components is a way of classifying a set of concepts, utilizing a hierarchical structure.

The fourth stage involves identifying a suitable approach to modelling the ontology: top-down, middle-out or bottom-up. The top-down method starts by identifying the domain’s most general concepts, then more specialized ones, whereas the bottom-up approach commences by defining the most detailed classes, then groups them into more general concepts. The middle-out approach starts by defining the most essential terms in each area before moving on to more specific and abstract ones. The selection of a particular approach should take into consideration the following factors:

- The bottom-up approach requires more effort; it makes it difficult to identify commonality amongst related concepts, because such an ontology results in a very high level of detailed concepts, which requires more effort. It also raises the risk of inconsistencies, leading in turn to more effort being required.

- The top-down approach results in better control of the level of detail, although it can lead to arbitrary high level classifications being imposed. This can make the model less stable, so that it requires more effort and rework. It also leads to commonalities between the interlinked concepts being missed, because it focuses on dividing concepts instead of putting them together.
• The *middle-out approach* is the preferred method adopted in this research, because it strikes a balance in the level of detail. This means that detail arises only when needed, by identifying the fundamental concepts. This implies that some unnecessary effort is avoided.

The *fifth and sixth stages* are closely interlinked. The arrow between them is unidirectional, because once the class hierarchy is completed; it becomes possible to identify its concepts’ properties. The classes (concepts) and their hierarchy are identified at the fifth stage, while their properties are identified at the sixth stage. The class hierarchy can again be determined by using the top-down, middle-out or bottom-up approaches. All terms listed at stage three which have an independent existence should be extracted into the various classes (concepts) of the ontology. Determining its hierarchical organization involves asking if each of the instances in a class could also be an instance of a more general class. If so, then the former class becomes a subclass of the latter and drifts further away from the ontology’s root concept. After defining all the classes, the internal structures (properties) of the concepts need to be described. Yet again, these properties should be easily available from the list generated at the third stage.

At the *seventh stage*, facets are attached to the properties. This means describing the value type (data property), the allowed values, their number (cardinality) and other features which are considered essential. Consequently, constraints are placed on the types of data allowed. The constraint relationship is employed to represent a restriction on operations which may be executed which in turn helps to limit the number of links.
between instances (individuals) of the entities or relationships which are permitted [244].

The final stage involves creating individuals in the classes, which means providing examples of each of the classes.

Ontology is used for representing knowledge, not only in the form of concepts, sub-concepts and relations hierarchies but also involving a number of “IF ... THEN ...” rules and facts [245]. Decisions can be based on the detection of situations and events occurring in specific contexts. This information acquired in relation to a smart home is stored in an active database. In this case, ECA rules are invoked in response to incoming information. Ontology offers rules to support performing many tasks such as detecting information inconsistency and creating new knowledge as new activities for various applications and new relations among concepts, activities and contexts, besides creating applications in a hierarchical way. The knowledgebase consists of the identified smart home concepts and their relations represented in OWL, and from rule knowledge and facts encoded using SWRL, which is basically a combination of OWL and Rule Markup Language (RuleML).

6.4 Smart Home Ontology Design

The following are the stages through which the smart home environment was modelled, in light of the method presented in Section 6.3.
6.4.1 Domain, Purpose, Source and Scope

The main purpose of this work was to develop an ontology to facilitate the auto-configuration of a smart home environment; including the modelling of service and device functionalities and other related concepts. As to the scope of the work, the newly generated ontology is customized for the smart home domain, in particular an auto-configuring system within the iCARE project. The smart home was chosen as the domain of the present ontology, which was newly developed using the well-known Smarthome website (http://www.smarthome.com) as its main source, belonging to a large retailer of thousands of popular and affordable home automation and smart home products.

6.4.2 Existing Domain Ontologies

Recently available classifications from service providers and manufacturers of smart home devices and their ontologies are not compatible with the existing standards [245-246]. The problem of flexible ontology modelling, where modellers from different domains represent the same entities and concepts in the real world using their own differing terminologies to describe these concepts and their relationships, results in limited knowledge sharing or no interoperability of vocabulary.

This arises from the syntactical and semantic attributes mismatch among the smart home ontology concepts and their relationships [246]. Syntactic attributes represent the structure of a service operation, e.g. the input and output parameters which describe the operation’s messages. The semantic attributes define features, the approach and constraints under which the operation is executed [247]. Thus, adding axioms to the
designed ontology could help narrow the selection criteria and discover any semantically mismatched items [248].

Due to the impossibility of identifying in advance the types of relationship which would later be required, the list of relationships was developed in parallel with the development of the ontology. The smart home environment is the source of the concepts in this ontology. The present ontology was modelled from scratch to address the challenges of interoperability in the target domain. The proposed ontology conforms to the well accepted standards of ontology interoperability [249]. In general, the focus of these ontologies is to provide semantic interoperability amongst heterogeneous components in the contexts and most of the automation actions supported by such ontologies are not terminological uniformity-aware [250]. The fundamental problem of these ontologies is that their implementation is driven by their particular needs, with no regard to knowledge reuse and sharing with other smart home information systems.

The knowledgebase model was a key component in developing the auto-configuration Sobot for intelligent home systems. It is used as a framework to describe the various elements of the smart home environment. As shown in Figure 6.3, the knowledge model is divided into four modules: the device, service, configuration and context models. This section explains the method used to build these models. After designing the knowledge package models shown in Figure 6.3, the researcher added the communication port ontology, as shown in Figure 6.4, to represent individuals populated within each class of the knowledge package model ontologies.
Figure 6.4 shows the relationships within the knowledge package models ontologies and with the communication port ontology. The service ontologies have a subclass relationship with the device ontology, a constrain relationship with the context ontology and an annotate relationship with the communication port ontology. The device ontology has an annotate relationship with the communication port ontology, whereas the configuration ontology inserts axioms into the communication port ontology.
6.4.2.1 Context Ontology Model

The main purpose of the present context model is to describe the physical environment characterising the device and service operation environment. Since environmental information cannot be automatically digitalised, it will facilitate the installer to digitalise this information. The context ontology model includes two models to describe two physical systems: a location model and a physical device model.

- The Location Model

The location model is intended to model the home in order to specify physical entities related to location, segment the physical areas, identify individual physical areas and
describe the relations between them. Location can be represented as a descriptive term (outdoor area or indoor area) indicating a symbolic place in the house. One symbolic area has a floor plan specified by physical address and it contains several indoor and outdoor areas. The indoor area is further divided into one or more floor (e.g. first floor, second floor). Each floor includes several room areas (e.g. lounge, bedroom). The outdoor area is linked to the indoor area via an entrance. One room area can be connected to another room area via the entrance. Similarly, outdoor area can be further divided into small areas (e.g. garden, garage). The outdoor area is linked to the indoor area via entrance. Further description of the location diagram is provided in Chapter 8.

- **The Physical Device Model**

The physical device model is intended to model devices which cannot interact directly via digital messages, but of which the digital system needs to be aware. The status of these devices can be obtained only via add-on sensors and they can be controlled only via add-on actuators. The physical device model enumerates a large number of devices such as lamp, TRV valve and door lock, but the relations within the model are quite simple. These concepts introduced here are those adjudged most important in the smart home environment by assessing their use by resource manufacturers, service providers and vendors on the Smart Home website. It is believed that more complex relations among devices will depend strongly on the related services. More illustration is provided in Section 6.5.2.1.
6.4.2.2 Device Ontology Model

The aim of the device model is to impose a proper structure through which one can model a device across various domains in a consistent fashion. Unlike the physical device model (e.g. garden temperature sensor), the devices within this model can actively interact with a digital ecosystem by generating and/or receiving digital messages. Thus, the device entity model focuses on specifying a general structure to present the meaning and intention of such messages. It holds the attributes and functions related to the particular device.

The attribute (Parameter) is divided into two categories: dynamic and static. While the dynamic parameter (e.g. location) is identified by the installer and can be changed, the static parameter (e.g. manufacturer name) is identified by manufacturers and cannot be changed after production. The message offering and receiving is specified by DataPorts which present the functions. The DataPort is further divided into EventDataPort and ActionDataPort. EventDataPort determine the event message exchange which implies the publish and subscribe interaction scheme. The event message is intended to inform and receive the status, which includes the measurement of physical phenomena (e.g. temperature) related to Measurand, smoke detection (e.g. alarm notification) related to Alarm, and actuator (or action) status (e.g. switch is on) related to ActionStatus. ActionDataPort specifies the action message exchange. The action message presents the received command to manage the environment or the delivered command for another device to perform.
6.4.2.3 Service Ontology Model
The service model, from a configuration perspective, models device (or resource) artefacts from an application perspective, so the service can be connected to and utilise the correct resources. The service model is the knowledge-based model for service suppliers to formally present service-related information. The home service ontology, as a domain upper ontology, introduces key concepts in the smart home environment, by deriving them from the device concept and formalizes their relations. The service model is explained in detail in Section 6.5.2.3.

6.4.2.4 Configuration Ontology Model
Ontology is a tool that supports representing knowledge, not only in terms of concepts, sub-concepts and a hierarchy of relations, but also involving a number of rules and facts such as “IF-THEN” [245]. Rather than introducing a new concept, the configuration model contains the practice of the accessible installer information to establish logical connections in the form of rules. Using these configuration rules in the ontology created here represents its integration with the knowledgebase system. In this case, both the ontology and its rules are embedded in a common logical language, allowing knowledge sharing in a consistent and coherent way. Further elaboration of the configuration model is provided in Chapters 7 and 8.

6.4.3 Brainstorming Important Terms
The rationale for building this smart home system ontology was to provide an ontology which encompasses knowledge of concepts common to popular smart home resources, their various activities, their context and relationships. This has resulted in the
development of reusable/shareable ontologies. To capture fully the smart home resource concepts, the study began by investigating general classifications of smart home devices provided by various resource manufacturers, service providers and vendors on the Smarthome website and discussing them with domain experts. Thus, while no uniformity of resource specifications exists among these vendors, the present ontology has the potential to be adopted widely by vendors and manufacturers to create a uniform classification of smart home devices, which would permit automated reasoning over smart home devices and related characteristics.

The brainstorming process helps to build the structure of a number (first glossary) of pertinent concepts and relations between them from among the available concepts. Brainstorming and consulting experts in the field are good quick methods to refine the resultant list of concepts and their relationships. In other words, the proposed ontology encodes knowledge of the most popular smart home devices, allowing comparison amongst various brands of common smart devices based on their characteristics.

For the purpose of auto-configuration, the concepts in the smart home system domain need to be identified. The first step in building the system is to create the semantic model.

To this end, the designed ontology should meet the following requirements:

- It should align with smart home device manufacturers’ practice, making it easy to document device-specific information.
• It should be easy to extend, allowing service suppliers to introduce new concepts from the service perspective.
• It should be able to document the know-how of installer practice, to establish logical links between service application and device resources.

6.4.4 The Modelling Approach
The middle-out approach was adopted for this ontology because of its advantages over the other two approaches. It is based on the combination of both bottom-up and top-down ontology modelling. It strikes a balance in the level of detail, so that detail arises only when needed, by identifying the fundamental concepts. This implies that some effort is avoided. Defining the most fundamental concepts first, and allowing the higher level concepts to be derived from them, results in a natural development of the higher level categories. This facilitates the identification of commonality, which in turn reduces inaccuracies, thus rework and effort. Further examples of the essential concepts identified within the smart home and their specific and abstract ones are shown in the following section.

6.4.5 Identification of Concepts and their Properties
In the use case of the smart home, the service logic model represents the functional logic to realise the service functions, composed of the function provided by the software service or by the device; the service interacts with the device or other services via notification or command message. For example in Figure 6.5, the PIR sensor output (occupancy status notification) and the “receive occupancy status” software function
accept “occupancy status notification” as input, so the PIR sensor can provide a service which is requested by the “occupancy status notification” function.

![Temperature Regulation Service Object](image)

**Figure 6.5: Temperature Regulation Service Object**
The process of configuration aims to bind the service provision with the service request using the proper interface. For the purpose of configuration, the concepts in the domain of the smart home system such as functionality, service and device need to be identified and the abstract model of those concepts needs to be developed. Based on the service object diagram specified in the use case, some extensions are made in order to more easily discover all the instances of the abovementioned concepts. The devices are added in the proper position in each service object diagram and the messages between the device and service are explicitly indicated. The identified concept instances are listed in examples of these concepts (Temperature Control Service) are shown in Table 6.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Temperature Control Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>1. PIR sensor  2. Temperature sensor  3. TRV valve (Thermometer Radiator Controller)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on a preliminary analysis of the development process, the high level basic coarse-grained concepts (classes) are refined into fine-grained concepts in the domain and there is subsequent specialization of the related concepts (subclasses) and their various features and attribute slots (sometimes called roles or properties) in the smart home system.
6.5 Building a Knowledgebase Model Using Protégé

The knowledgebase for the auto-configuration Sobot in the smart home domain was modelled in two steps. The first was to build ontology of applicable concepts, sub-concepts, instances of classes and their relation hierarchy, then the second was to design a number of rules and facts.

6.5.1 Development Languages

The Sobot prototype was developed using the OWL and SWRL languages. The structural knowledge in the smart home domain ontology was represented in OWL, whereas the rule knowledge was formalised in SWRL. This subsection explains and justifies these choices.

6.5.1.1 Web Ontology Language (OWL)

OWL was designed to be employed in applications which need to process information content rather than merely presenting it to humans. The OWL ontology comprises illustrations of the properties of classes as well as their instances. The formal semantics of OWL ontology identifies the way to derive logical consequences, which are facts not overtly apparent in the ontology, but rather determined by the semantics [251]. OWL consists of three expressive sublanguages: OWL Full, OWL DL and OWL Lite [252].

The ontology knowledge model of the project was described using OWL DL, whose interoperability was attained by using XML. OWL was chosen because it supports knowledge reuse and sharing, allowing the model to be updated [253]. The use of OWL DL ensured that reasoning would be computable and decidable [254].
6.5.1.2 Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)

There are two kinds of knowledge in the system: static (domain) knowledge, represented by ontologies, and dynamic (inference) knowledge, dealing with the reasoning process and represented by rules [255]. The present knowledge-based system was developed on the basis of OWL ontology and some SWRL rules. The major reasons for selecting SWRL to represent rule knowledge were to take advantage of its formal model-theoretic semantics and to benefit from its close association with OWL, facilitating the incorporation of the OWL-based configuration ontology into the rules [256, 257].

SWRL is also a descriptive language which consists of independent concrete rule implementation languages within inference engines [258]. Therefore, one is free to choose the computing platforms on which to apply the inference processes for configuration. Subsequently, based on structural knowledge which has been modelled in OWL, rule knowledge in the particular domain is expressed in SWRL. This enables users to create Horn-like rules expressed in OWL concepts to infer new knowledge from the existing OWL individuals [259]. As a result of the execution of SWRL rules, newly deduced knowledge was automatically added to the knowledgebase.

Interoperation between OWL and SWRL occurs not only semantically and syntactically, but also inferentially. This means that it is not sufficient to be able to create SWRL rules in OWL which can use the vocabulary and OWL ontology; rather, a vital requirement is to conduct reasoning in a semantically consistent way. This further indicates the value of exploiting both rule-based knowledge and the ontology to draw
inferences. A combination of OWL and SWRL thus affords powerful inferential reasoning capabilities.

The actual configuration reasoning process was then executed using these two components, with the support of the Pellet rule engine, as explained in Chapter 7.

6.5.2 Building the Smart Home Ontology
The knowledgebase model mentioned in Section 6.3 is explained in detail in the followings subsections. The ontology, which was based on the “is-a” relationship and some other relationships between classes, is presented here using graphical notation to make it easier for non-experts to understand its main features. Figures (6.6-6.20) were generated by the Protégé software.

6.5.2.1 Context Model
Context is defined by Yau et al [250] and Loke [260] as “any information acquired from a system or an environment, which can be employed to characterize the situation of an entity, where the entity can be a person, object or place”. Such entities are related to the communication between an application and its user, as well as to the application and user themselves[261, 262]. The context has also been viewed as a set of descriptions of the static and dynamic aspects of the world. While the former are simply identified as properties, dynamic aspects of the world are represented as events. This information can be acquired by means of sensors. The context model describes the physical environment, characterising the device and service operation environment, and allows the installer to digitalise the information. It includes two models to describe two physical systems: a location model and a physical device model.
- **The Location Model**

The purposes of the location model of a home are to specify the physical entities related to location, to segment the physical areas, to identify individual physical areas and to describe the relations between them. As shown in Figure 6.6, each house has a symbolic area; one symbolic area contains several indoor and outdoor areas; and the outdoor areas are linked to the indoor areas via an entrance.

![Class hierarchy: Symbolic Area, Entrance, Indoor Area, Outdoor Area](image)

**Figure 6. 6: Location Model**

Each indoor area is further divided into one or more floors. Figure 6.7 shows the subclasses of IndoorArea: Floor (e.g. ground floor and first floor), Hall, IndoorUnclassifiedArea, Landing, RoomArea and Stair.

![Class hierarchy: Indoor Area, Floor, Hall, IndoorUnclassifiedArea, Landing, RoomArea, Stair](image)

**Figure 6. 7: Subclasses of IndoorArea**
Similarly, OutdoorArea can be further divided into smaller areas. Figure 6.8 shows the subclasses of OutdoorArea: Garage, Garden, OutdoorToilet, OutdoorUnclassifiedArea, and OutdoorUtilityroom.

![Class hierarchy:](image1)

**Figure 6.8: Subclasses of OutdoorArea**

Each floor includes several room areas (e.g. bedroom, lounge). These rooms are connected via object properties called hasAreaRelation, as shown in Figure 6.20. One room area can connect to another room area via the entrance. The subclasses of the RoomArea are Bathroom, Bedroom, Diningroom, IndoorToilet, IndoorUtilityroom, Kitchen, Livingroom, Lounge and Office, as shown in Figure 6.9.

![Class hierarchy:](image2)

**Figure 6.9: Subclasses of the RoomArea**
• **The Physical Device Model**

The physical device model status can be obtained only via add-on sensors and they can be controlled only via add-on actuators. The concepts introduced here are those adjudged most important in the smart home environment by assessing their use by resource manufacturers, service providers and vendors on the Smart Home website. Figure 6.10 shows that the physical device model enumerates a large number of devices and the relations within it are quite simple (i.e. they are at the same level). It is believed that more complex relations among the devices would depend strongly on the service perspective. Thus, further specification should be carried out in the service model for the purpose of auto-configuration. The PhysicalDevice class consists of ConsumerUnit, DVDPlayer, GasValve, HiFi, Lamp, Lock, PlayStation, TRValve, TV and WaterValve.

![Class hierarchy](image)

**Figure 6.10: Physical Device Model**

### 6.5.2.2 Device Model

The aim of the device model is to impose a proper structure through which one can model a device across various domains in a consistent fashion. Devices within this
model, unlike those within the physical device model, can interact actively with the digital ecosystem by generating and/or receiving digital messages. Thus, the device model focuses on specifying a general structure to present the meaning and intention of messages. Figure 6.11 shows DeviceEntity as a subclass of Entity within the whole ontology. It represents an independent physical entity within the digital environment and is thus considered to be the host, holding all attributes and functions related to the specific device. The symbol ☐ means that the subclasses of that class are equivalent.

![Class hierarchy: DeviceEntity](image)

**Figure 6.11: Device Model**

The attribute named Parameter can be divided into two categories: static and dynamic. A static parameter (e.g. manufacturer name, measurand) is specified by the manufacturer and is not changed after production, while a dynamic parameter such as location is specified by the installer and is subject to change by users. The subclasses of
Parameter as shown in Figure 6. 12 are BooleanParameter, DescriptionParameter, FloatParameter, IntegerParameter and LocationParameter.

![Class hierarchy:](image)

**Figure 6.12: Subclasses of Parameter**

As shown in Figure 6.13, the subclasses of Measurand are BatteryMeasurand, ContactMeasurand, EnergyMeasurand, HumidityMeasurand, OccupancyMeasurand, MovementMeasurand and TemperatureMeasurand. The subclasses of EnergyMeasurand are ElectricityConsumptionMeasurand and GasConsumptionMeasurand.

OccupancyMeasurand and MovementMeasurand are equivalent classes. The subclasses of TemperatureMeasurand are IndoorTemperatureMeasurand and OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand.
The subclasses of Event are shown in Figure 6.14. They are ActionStatusEvent, AlarmEvent and MeasurandEvent.

The functions are represented by DataPort, which specifies the sending and receiving of messages. DataPort is further classified into ActionDataPort and EventDataPort, as shown in Figure 6.15. The EventDataPort specifies the exchange of event messages, while ActionDataPort specifies that of action messages. An event message implies the publishing and subscription of an interaction scheme. Its main purpose is to convey and
receive information on status, including the measurement of physical phenomena (e.g. temperature), related to Measurand, smoke detection (alarm notification), related to Alarm, and actuator (or action) status (e.g. switch is on) related to ActionStatus.

DataPort belongs to the communication ontology and is directly linked to the device ontology. An action message represents a command received to manipulate the environment or issued for another device to execute. It has two parts: undertaken action and final status. The combination the information in these two parts will specify an activity.

Figure 6.15: Subclasses of DataPort

Figure 6.16 shows the subclasses of Action and ActionStatus. The subclasses of Action are SetBooleanStatus and SetTRValve. The subclasses of SetBooleanStatus are SetConsumerUnit, SetGasValve, SetLock, SetSwitch and SetWaterValve. The subclasses of SetSwitch are SetEntertainmentSwitch and SetLightLampSwitch. The subclasses of ActionStatus are BooleanStatus and FloatStatus. The subclasses of BooleanStatus are ConsumerUnitStatus, GasValveStatus, LockStatus, SwitchStatus, TRValveStatus and WaterValveStatus.
6.5.2.3 Service Model

As shown in Figure 6.17, ServiceEntity is a subclass of Entity within the whole ontology. It allows each service to be connected to and utilise the correct resources. The service model introduces key concepts by deriving them from the device concept. The main methods of derivation can be summarised as refinement and reclassification. For refinement, IndoorTemperature is defined as a temperature measurement whose location is IndoorArea.
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The subclasses of Alarm are COAlarm, FloodAlarm, GasAlarm, OverheatAlarm and SmokeAlarm as shown in Figure 6.18.

Overall, the main classes of the iCARE ontology model are thirteen subclasses of Thing (the most general class of the ontology) as shown in Figure 6.19: Action, ActionStatus,
Alarm, DataPort, Entity, Event, FloorPlan, Measurand, Parameter, PhysicalDevice and SymbolicArea.

Figure 6.19: Main Classes of the iCARE Ontology Model

Object properties and data properties hierarchies of this system are shown in Figure 6.20. An object property relates individuals of a class to other individuals of other class, whereas a data type property relates individuals to data type values such as integers, floats, Booleans and strings.
6.5.3 Configuration Rule Design

It is useful here to return to the use of “IF-THEN” rules. It is essential to note that the policies represented in the examples are ECA rules, which could also be termed as showing cause-effect relationships between environment processes. These rules and facts are encoded using SWRL whose RuleML component provides a neutral platform for the semantic interoperation of many rules including the ECA type. SWRL exploits logic operators to describe rules, and SWRL rules are stored as concepts in the ontology. Using these inference rules in the proposed ontology represents its integration with the knowledgebase system. In this case, both the ontology and its rules are
embedded in a common logical language, allowing knowledge sharing in a consistent, coherent way.

SWRL is exploited in this study to express a variety of rule knowledge which exists in configuration models. Therefore, SWRL rules are vital in this case to support OWL DL usage, because [101]:

- OWL is only able to place restrictions on a single property at a time.
- As a consequence of the first limitation, the resource identity criteria are also restricted to one slot at a time.
- OWL is unable to state that one property could be composed of two other properties.

SWRL rules can overcome the above limitations and complement OWL. The reasons for selecting SWRL were to overcome the lack of expressivity in OWL DL (including OWL Lite) and to sustain the necessary decidability in a knowledgebase which includes rules [263]. The undecidability occurs as a result of adding rules to OWL-DL, which leads to the loss of any form of model property [263].

SWRL has a formal model-theoretic semantics and a very close association with OWL. Consequently, it can properly incorporate the OWL-based configuration ontology into the rules. Furthermore, SWRL is a descriptive language which is to select the computing platforms which really execute the inference processes for configuration. Accordingly, based on the structural knowledge modelled in OWL, rule knowledge in the target domain is expressed in SWRL.
To ensure decidable (a complete and effective in determining if a variable is derivable or not) reasoning, DL-safe SWRL [200], a subset of SWRL, was used. The so-called DL-safe rules are added to SWRL rules to restrict their operation to identified individuals of the ontology, clearly presented in the Abox [264]. This restriction is adequate to make SWRL rules decidable. In the DL-safe rules method, classes and roles are permitted to happen in the antecedent and consequent of Horn-like rules in the datalog [263]. Horn-like rules, named after the logician Alfred Horn, consist of an antecedent (a set of atoms) and a consequent (a single atom), where all the variables in the consequent should happen in at least one of the antecedent’s atoms [265].

SWRL enables to write Horn-like rules which can be expressed in a form of OWL concepts in order to support more powerful reasoning abilities than OWL alone [266]. SWRL helps to extend the OWL axioms to comprise Horn-like rules [200]. DL-safety guarantees that each variable is bound to individuals which are clear in the ABox. A rule is considered safe when each variable in the consequent also become visible in the antecedent. This safety condition for SWRL rules is meant to add further expressive power and at the same time sustain decidability. The implementation of structural and rule knowledge in smart home domain ontology is described in the following chapter.

The knowledgebase consists of the identified smart home concepts and their relations represented in OWL and from rule knowledge formalised in SWRL.

The Sobot has an inference (reasoning) engine that derives recommendations from the knowledgebase models. By utilising the local knowledgebase, the configuration plan generation engine will generate a valid configuration plan. The reasoner is software
used to infer logical consequences based on a set of declared facts or axioms. The inference engine component consists of inferred rules and a forward-chaining rule reasoning engine for performing intelligent reasoning, which in turn generates a final configuration. The reasoning engine generates a feasible configuration that meets the given requirements using the smart home project specifications, the knowledgebase model and Pellet resources configuration in the project.

Reasoning mechanisms are required for checking and validating the consistency of the knowledge model, as shown in Appendix A.1, besides checking and testing the related rules for understanding the context by determining if contradictory concepts exist and in which cases. The final configuration process is performed by the configuration plan executor. The result of this process is the auto-configuration of the devices and/or the services leaving or joining the smart home system. The configuration plan executor automatically executes the generated configuration plan to ensure that the system is configured without interrupting the normal operation, based on the knowledge models and the inferring rules specified in the reasoning engine.

User-defined roles utilizing SWRL were employed to benefit from further inference. Description Logic allows the identification of a terminological hierarchy utilizing a constrained set of first-order rules. This allows OWL to utilize the substantial existing body of DL reasoning to fulfil essential logical requirements, namely concept satisfiability, class consistency and individual checking. A subset of reasoning rules which support OWL [102] is shown in Table 6.2
**Table 6.2 : OWL Ontology Reasoning Rules [102]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IF</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subclassof</strong></td>
<td>(?X rdfs:subClassOf ?Y) ^ (?Y rdfs:subClassOf ?C) → (?A rdfs:subClassOf ?C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subpropertyof</strong></td>
<td>(?X rdfs:subPropertyOf ?Y) ^ (?Y rdfs:subPropertyOf ?C) → (?X rdfs:subPropertyOf ?C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this method, the Pellet reasoner [267] was utilised along with a set of rules written in SWRL including two OWL sub-languages: OWL DL and OWL Lite[211]. SWRL basically deals with Horn-like rules which are in the form of an implication between an antecedent (body) and a consequent (head). If the condition identified in the antecedent is met, the consequent’s specified condition must also be met. They can be written as “IF-THEN” statements. Both the antecedent and consequent comprise zero or more atoms. Atoms can be of the form C(x), P(x, y), same as (x, y) or different from (x, y), where C is an OWL class, P is an OWL property, x and y are variables, OWL individuals or OWL data values. SWRL uses logic operators like the logical connectors
AND (∨) and IMPLY (→) to create the rules, which are then stored as concepts in the ontology. The first section of the SWRL identifies the reasoning rules, while the second identifies the appropriate action to be taken. Table 6.3 shows the rule atoms and their descriptions.

**Table 6.3 : SWRL Rule Atoms [101]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C(x)</td>
<td>C stands for a particular OWL class or data range while x is either a variable, an OWL instance or an OWL data value. This is referred to as a class or concept atom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(x, y)</td>
<td>P is an OWL property x is either an OWL instance or a variable. y can be an OWL instance, a variable, or an OWL data value. The P atom is referred as a property or role atom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sameAs(x, y)</td>
<td>This indicates that x is the same as y. x and y are variables or OWL instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>builtIn(r, x, ..., z)</td>
<td>The builtIn atom is utilized when the ontology developer needsto employ one of the built-in relations in SWRL. Where r is the built-in relation and x, ..., z are OWL data values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differentFrom(x, y)</td>
<td>This indicates that the given x is different from y. where x and y are variables or OWL instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The knowledgebase can also be effectively sustained by reasoning over inconsistencies with the help of the Pellet DL reasoner, which is firmly equipped with Protégé. SWRL,
which is natively included in the Protégé editor, facilitates the operator’s encoding of the rules. Detailed processes for implementing the proposed approach are elaborated in Chapter 7.

Rather than introducing new concepts, the configuration model mimics the practice of the installer to establish the logical connection in the form of rules. Since the device entity and service entity host the parameter, it is necessary to propagate the parameter into the low level artefacts (e.g. data port, informing measurement). The following parameter propagation rules are designed and will be further illustrated in Chapter 8.

\[
\text{Entity(?en), hasDataPort(?en, ?d), hasParameter(?en, ?p) -> hasParameter(?d, ?p)} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{DataPort(?d), hasEvent(?d, ?e), hasParameter(?d, ?p) -> hasParameter(?e, ?p)} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{Event(?e), hasParameter(?e, ?p), inform(?e, ?m) -> hasParameter(?m, ?p)} \quad (3)
\]

### 6.6 Summary

This chapter has presented a knowledgebase model for the auto-configuration Sobot within a smart home environment proposed in Chapter 5. The implementation of this model, which is a semantic description of the application and a set of governing rules, is reported in Chapter 7. This chapter has also set out the approach followed in building the model. The first step in developing the Sobot was to model its knowledgebase, which could then be used as a framework to describe the various elements of the smart home environment. The knowledgebase comprises an ontology, with a set of concepts, sub-concepts, instances of classes (individuals) and their relations hierarchy, together
with a number of rules and facts. The structural knowledge in the smart home domain ontology is represented in OWL, whereas the rule knowledge is formalised in SWRL.

The body of this chapter has listed the steps taken in developing the ontology and addressed the defining of class hierarchies, data and object properties and individuals. Bearing in mind that there is no one correct ontology for any particular domain, the approach recommended in “Ontology Development 101: a guide to creating your first ontology”[241] was adopted here. The knowledgebase comprised four modules: a device model, a service model, setup knowledge and a context model. Designing an ontology is a creative process, which means that no two ontologies created by different persons will be the same and that their quality can be assessed only by using them in the applications for which they were designed.
Chapter 7:  Sobot Implementation

7.1 Introduction

The Sobot conceptual design, set out in Chapter 5, was realised by adopting the Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) framework [268] to achieve auto-configuration of the smart home system based on inferred facts about the environment and ontological knowledge. It allows the system to adapt to these requirements and their complexity. The Sobot development environment, including the ontology development environment and the reasoning engine, is illustrated in Section 7.2. The rationale behind adopting the OSGi framework in this work is that it is a modular runtime environment which reduces complexity by offering a modular architecture not only for large-scale distributed systems but also for small embedded applications [269].
It supports different application configurations at runtime [270]. The characteristics of the OSGi are presented in Section 7.3. A detailed account of the implementation of the prototype Sobot on the OSGi framework is illustrated in Section 7.4. The workflow for Sobot auto-configuration is provided in Section 7.5 and the chapter ends with a summary.

7.2 Sobot Development Environment

The implementation of the Sobot was empowered by the knowledgebase description and reasoning tools and by OSGi technology [271]. Consequently, the main Sobot development environment consists of the OWL and SWRL languages, Protégé empowered by Pellet reasoning engine, the Eclipse OSGi bundle development environment and the OSGi evaluation environment. These are described in detail in the following subsections.

7.2.1 Ontology Development Environment

The smart home ontology was created using the Protégé-OWL editor, version 4.2. Protégé is a flexible open source platform which provides easy integration of a set of tools to build and edit the ontology of domain models and knowledge-based applications [36, 203, 272]. The use of OWL is significant because it allows the distribution of ontological knowledge[37, 273]. The ontology editor used here provides methods and classes to load and save OWL files, to query and manipulate OWL data models and to execute reasoning. It implements a rich set of knowledge-modelling that enables users to load and save OWL ontologies, define logical class characteristics as OWL expressions and to edit and visualize classes and properties. Protégé was found to provide a flexible base for quick ontology development. Its primary advantage over other platforms is that it can deal with XML, the
main format used in interoperating among the different tools in the prototype. It also offers a user-friendly interface and a well-supported document and error-checking mechanism[37, 274].

7.2.2 Reasoning Engine

One of the great advantages of the ontology is the reasoning capability of the knowledgebase, allowing new knowledge to be inferred from any clearly defined knowledge. An additional advantage of this reasoning capacity is the ability to sustain the consistency of the ontology throughout its development. Pellet was employed here to check the consistency of the OWL documents and to infer supplementary facts from the knowledge and relationships within the ontology model of the given environment. It is an open source reasoning engine written in Java which provides cutting-edge reasoning services for OWL, as it [275-278]:

- Is a sound and complete OWL DL reasoner with extensive support for individuals (instances) reasoning.
- Has been found a reliable tool for operating with OWL DL ontologies with OWL extensions.
- Provides a variety of interfaces for loading ontologies.

The present knowledge-based system was developed on the basis of OWL ontology and some SWRL rules which are illustrated in Section 6.5.1. Interoperation between OWL and SWRL occurs not only semantically and syntactically, but also inferentially. A combination of OWL and SWRL thus affords powerful inferential reasoning capabilities.
The following is an illustration of the benefits of using Pellet [279-281]:

- **Consistency checking** guarantees that the ontology contains no contradictory facts.

- **Classification** computes the subclass relations amongst every given class to generate the complete class hierarchy, which in turn can be employed to answer specific queries, such as identifying only or all of the direct subclasses of a class.

- **Realization** finds the most particular classes to which an individual relates, i.e. it computes the direct types for each individual. Realization can be executed hierarchy. Based on the classification hierarchy, it becomes possible to identify all the types for certain individuals.

### 7.3 The OSGi Framework

The OSGi framework has recently become the most widely adopted technology for building automation systems for the networked home [282-286]. It was mainly built to maintain software component configuration [285]. It also has the following advantages [286]:

- It can deal with different technologies which in turn increases system interoperability. It is a modular system and service platform for the Java programming language, which deploys a dynamic component model [287]. It provides greater modularity and portability than standard Java programming because applications can be joint ones, from numerous existing bundles [137, 288].
• It is a runtime environment which reduces system complexity by offering a modular architecture for large distributed systems as well as small embedded applications. It supports different application configurations at runtime [270].

• The OSGi dynamic model integrates several devices in a networked environment. This helps to reduce operational costs and facilitate device interaction, which enhances smart home service delivery. It runs on a Java virtual machine to provide a shared deployment environment which installs, uninstalls and updates bundles without requiring a restart of the system [288].

• It accelerates service and application deployment and development via open specifications. It hosts several services from various providers on a single gateway platform and supports many home-networking technologies [289]. This promotes ease of use for home network service consumers and service providers [290].

• The OSGi service platform runs different applications under strict and secure control of a management system through the following specifications, which provide powerful tools to securely control the operation of the device [289, 291].
  
  i. It is an open service platform providing a safe support for easy delivery of various downloadable and extensible Java-based service applications, called bundles [292].

  ii. It provides a built-in mechanism to support the life-cycle management (install, start, stop, update and uninstall) for
bundles. In particular, the update process is executed without restarting the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). All applications are started in the same JVM, which in turn helps to save memory and resources. At the end of the lifecycle of a bundle, the code and its resources are cleared from the system [293].

iii. Java 2 Code Security is chosen to offer the permissions mechanism, which protects resources from particular actions. Each bundle has limited access to other resources, based on a specified permissions policy. Files can be protected using File Permission classes which take the name of the resource as well as a number of actions as parameters. Each bundle consists of a set of permissions which can be changed on the fly and new permissions are instantly efficient once obtained [294]. In other words, each bundle has its resources and actions. A resource is protected by asking the Java Security Manager to check if there is permission to execute an action on that resource. The Security Manager then ensures that all callers on the stack have the necessary permissions. This process helps to protect the resource from attackers [285].

Figure 7.1 shows the OSGi layered model. Bundles are the software application components developed and plugged into the framework. They are Java Archive (JAR) files containing Java class files to register and execute one or more services [292]. They
can be remotely installed, started, stopped, updated and uninstalled without any
disruption of the operation of the whole system. All applications in an OSGi Service
Platform are started in the same JVM. This saves resources, memory, and CPU cycles
[285]. Bundles can cooperate with other bundles by providing application components
known as services. A bundle deployed in an OSGi service platform can provide
application functions to other bundles [295]. Services are specified by a Java interface
and link bundles dynamically, where bundles can implement this Java interface and
register the service with the service registry, which enables bundles to detect any
services added or removed and adjust accordingly. This registration process advertises
these services so that other bundles can utilize them. The framework handles
dependencies between bundles and services to enable coordination between them [292].

Bundle lifecycle management, which refers to starting, stopping, installing, etc., is done
via application programming interfaces (APIs), which enable remote downloading of
the bundles’ management policies. The framework also provides application developers
with a reliable programming model by defining only interfaces amongst the framework
and the registered services [296]. The modules define how a bundle can export or
import code, while the security layer manages the various aspects of security.

Finally, the execution environment determines which methods and classes are available
on a particular platform. This separation of service definition from implementation
guarantees that services provided by different companies interoperate on the managed
framework [32]. Because of the benefits of the OSGi mentioned above, the Sobot was
implemented as a bundle on the OSGi framework, which provided lifecycle
management support for the Sobot through the use of OSGi APIs.
7.4 Implementation of the Sobot Prototype in the OSGi Framework

The prototype of the auto-configuration Sobot’s components, all of which are interdependent, were implemented as a bundle on the OSGi framework as shown in Figure 7.1, providing the home environment with the features required to transform it into an autonomic system, capable of making inferences from the list of the services offered and available and from contextual information. The following subsections describe in turn each of the four major components of the Sobot and their functions.

The overall architecture of this prototype is depicted in Figure 7.2. The OSGi framework was able to simplify and speed up the whole process of prototyping the Sobot by reducing complexity through offering a modular architecture not only for large distributed systems but also for small embedded applications. The architecture of the proposed configuration Sobot has four major components: a resource handler, a local knowledgebase, a configuration plan generation engine and a configuration plan executor, each having its own subcomponents.
7.4.1 The Resource Handler

The smart home system configuration is processed by the Sobot, which begins to perform the reasoning operation once any change (the appearance of a new object or the disappearance of an existing one) is detected in the environment. The functional units in the resource handler are responsible for providing the mechanisms that gather, filter and report all contextual details collected from managed resources, i.e. devices, services and their context status. The resource handler consists of three functional units: resource monitoring, the resource information translator and the configuration event generator.

In detail, the resource monitoring unit is responsible for capturing and monitoring all contextual information collected from various resources running on the smart home network and detecting any changes in the contextual environment parameters. It specifically provides knowledge regarding requirements and specifications of the iCARE resources (services, devices and context) needed for decision making.

The resource information translator encodes the relevant information and reports it to the configuration event generator. The specifications and requirements are presented in XML files, and environment-based knowledge in standard files. Different data sources may be utilized if they are mapped into the designed ontology that constitutes the knowledge module. The configuration event generator then generates the configuration events relevant to the data provided by the resource information translator.
Figure 7.2: Sobot Architecture within the OSGi Framework
7.4.2 The Local Knowledgebase Model

The local knowledgebase is at the core of the decision-making system in the proposed approach. It localises the aforementioned central knowledgebase for a particular environment and extracts the requisite local knowledge from it. Additionally, it can cope with off-line situations and maintains the essential description of the domain that the Sobot requires. The knowledgebase model extracts explicit information, which is then analysed and modelled. In particular, it models all of the concepts associated with the smart home environment and their relationships. The semantics of these concepts and their relations must be defined accurately and precisely. Without a comprehensive and semantically rich knowledgebase, it would be difficult for the system to execute the required configuration tasks. The Sobot obtains this knowledge from an ontology repository and utilizes it for all configuration activities of the smart home.

Based on the contributor of knowledge, the knowledge model is divided into four modules: the device model, the service model, setup knowledge and the context model. The device model allows device manufacturers to provide information formally describing the devices, while the service model is for service suppliers to provide formal service-related information such as telehealthcare monitoring. A device within this model can interact actively with a digital ecosystem by generating and/or receiving digital messages. Thus, the device model focuses on specifying a general structure to present the meaning and intention of messages, so that the service can be connected to and utilise the correct resources. The context model is used by installers to describe the physical environment so that the devices and services to be deployed can be specified.
The context model has two components to describe two physical systems: a location model and a physical device model. The location model, described in detail in Section 8.2, is designed to model the home in order to specify the location of physical entities, to segment physical areas, to identify individual physical areas and to describe the relations among them. The physical device model serves to model devices that cannot interact directly via digital messages, but which the digital system needs to be aware of. The status of such devices can be obtained only via add-on sensors and they can be controlled only by add-on actuators. The setup knowledge formally encodes the practice and experience of installers to create logical connections between devices and services. The activities usually carried out by the installers, such as linking services with the required devices, will be performed automatically.

### 7.4.3 Configuration Plan Generation Engine

Once the required facts about the environment have been captured, the configuration plan generation engine starts to operate, based on the output from the resource handler, when any change in the environment is detected, thus activating the inference engine. The configuration plan generation engine, which provides the techniques that create the actions required to accomplish the target goals and objectives, consists of five functional units: the information validator, the working memory, the reasoning engine, configuration actions and the plan generator, which together are responsible for the reasoning function. The information validator first validates the information coming from the resource handler by comparing it with a reference device. The configuration planning mechanism uses rules to guide its work. The ontology model (OWL) file and the SWRL human-defined and machine-processed rules are then loaded into the
working memory and the input to the reasoning engine is analysed according to the specified rules, which are generated from high-level policies to control the behaviour of resources within the home system. The reasoning engine derives the recommendations from the knowledgebase models. By utilising the local knowledgebase, the configuration plan generation engine generates a valid configuration plan.

The reasoning engine, as explained in Section 7.2.2, infers logical consequences from a set of declared facts or axioms, i.e. according to sets of rules predefined in the scope of the ontology concepts. It loads the set of individuals related to the home context (devices and installed services) and to available services, then accomplishes reasoning by matching this contextual information with the defined rules to obtain new individuals (instances of classes or concepts) which describe the set of services that suit the context. The reasoning engine component consists of inferred rules and a forward-chaining rule reasoning engine for performing intelligent reasoning, which in turn generates a final configuration. The reasoning engine thus generates a case-based viable configuration that meets the specified requirements using the knowledgebase model.

Reasoning is required to check ontology consistency and the implied relationships, besides testing and checking the rules created for understanding the given context. Two types of reasoning are identified: ontological reasoning, which is used to check the ontology itself for inconsistencies between its classes and their relations, and user-defined rule-based reasoning, which uses first-order logic to compute inferred reasons. Once there is an inference output, the configuration action component decides the appropriate actions, taking the inference engine output (a set of individuals describing services) and preparing a list of potential services. Thus, the output of the inference
engine contains a list of service individuals that are to be conveyed to the configuration plan executor.

7.4.4 Configuration Plan Executor

The functional units in the final component, the configuration plan executor, together provide the mechanisms that control the execution of a configuration plan, allowing for dynamic updates. By means of the plan queue, scheduler and executor, the configuration plan executor automatically executes the generated configuration plan to ensure that the system is configured without interrupting normal operation, based on the knowledge models and the inferring rules specified in the reasoning engine. The newly inferred facts are then conveyed to the running services and devices via an XML message bus to enable them to react appropriately to the dynamic environment.

The result is an auto-configuration of the devices and/or the services leaving or joining the iCARE system. The results are then stored in the context model held in the working memory. It should be stated that the ontology repository file (stored in OWL) is not updated in light of the newly deduced facts, since these are not part of the permanent context but are subject to dynamic change.

7.5 Workflow for Sobot Auto-configuration

The Sobot configuration process within the smart home environment is illustrated in the form of a flow chart in Figure 7.3, which shows that any change of service or device status will update the local knowledgebase, based on the properties of existing services and devices in that environment. The reasoning engine will be activated by triggering the SWRL rules, based on the updated local knowledgebase, to generate a viable
configuration which will satisfy the specified requirements based on the ontology knowledge model. It utilizes Pellet to create a logical link between the service and the appropriate device individuals via a data port, then starts to check whether the required link exists in the local ontology model as the sequence of viable next links is identified in the ontology. If all of these links are available, it then finds the logical links that can efficiently connect them. It accesses the first satisfied required link and marks it as the current link, while searching to find the next satisfied required link. In case it does not find such required logical links that connects them, it indicates that it cannot connect them. Subsequently, it keeps searching until it finds the next required link, otherwise the system remains on the current configuration. Once a new configuration has been successfully generated, the Sobot configuration plan executor deploys it in the system.

This process is not straightforward, as heterogeneous devices are managed by different controllers. The plan executor therefore utilizes the designed knowledge model of the smart home environment to decide the best way to perform the new configuration and specifies the controllers that control the targeted resources. Auto-configuration within the smart home environment is achieved by automatically linking the required individuals, based on the reasoning engine’s newly inferred facts (i.e. the logical consequences of the existing individuals) according to predefined rules. Chapter 8 provides further illustration of how to achieve smart home auto-configuration.
Figure 7.3: Workflow for Sobot Auto-configuration
7.6 Summary

This chapter has explained the development and implementation of the Sobot for auto-configuration in a smart home environment, using Protégé as the ontology design environment, OWL and SWRL as the development languages and Pellet as the reasoning engine. In order to properly validate the auto-configuring system, an execution environment that allows real scenarios to be emulated was developed. The OSGi framework was used to run the system, because it has bridges to several technologies used in smart home automation systems and offers high-level implementation constructs. The chapter ended by explaining the workflow of the Sobot configuration process. The following chapter reports an experimental case study to assess and validate the performance of the Sobot auto-configuration system.
Chapter 8: Validation of the Sobot Prototype

8.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an evaluation of the Sobot prototype within a smart home environment, based on conducting experimental case studies to evaluate its viability and capabilities in identifying and responding to configuration of smart home systems. The test cases involved using the Sobot to generate configurations to allow various services to explore available devices and to deliver their capabilities. The prototype is assessed in terms of a number of attributes: flexibility, awareness and adaptability of the Sobot as well as the usefulness and effectiveness of the ontology and the associated inference mechanism.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 8.2 describes the testbed developed to mimic the real home environment for assessment of the proposed Sobot. Section 8.3 gives details of the scenarios for the case studies carried out for validating the Sobot’s
capabilities in connecting the heating control service to temperature sensors. Section 8.4 explains the resource instantiation, Section 8.5 considers the usefulness and effectiveness of the inference mechanism and Section 8.6 presents the evaluation of the results in light of the performance metrics and evaluation criteria. The chapter ends with a summary.

8.2 The Testbed

To validate the use of the Sobot configuration approach within the context of the smart home environment, a testbed (pioneered by MRG) was constructed to replicate the setup of a real house and a set of experiments were conducted to assess the Sobot’s ability to automatically configure logical connections among services and devices within the smart home environment. The Sobot is expected to enable any service applications, once delivered, to utilise the available and connected devices, taking into account the smart home settings, to meet the user’s requirements. The testbed floor layout is shown in Figure 8.1 as the representative environment for the delivery of various services (e.g. healthcare, home security and energy management) to the smart home.

As Figure 8.1 shows, the testbed contains all representative functional areas for viability assessment. It is desirable because the characteristics of different functional areas or rooms within the smart home environment are likely to be closely linked to the available devices and services. Typical British homes have eight functional areas or rooms: bedroom, hallway, kitchen, lounge, toilet, bathroom, garden and office [297]. The floor layout of the testbed consists of several indoor and outdoor functional areas. A functional area is classified as indoor if it is assumed that the room has a roof.
Based on their physical locations, the indoor functional areas are grouped into the ground floor and first floor, by convention and according to the requirements of potential services. Each room is connected to adjacent rooms via entrances. Similarly, the outdoor area is linked to the indoor area via entrance(s). There are three entrances (the main entrance, back entrance and patio entrance). The testbed is equipped with multiple devices (sensors and actuators). In particular, a passive infrared (PIR) sensor, a temperature sensor and a thermostatic radiator valve (TRV) are installed in the functional areas as shown in Table 8.1.
### Table 8.1: Sensors and Actuators in the Testbed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional area</th>
<th>Temperature sensor</th>
<th>PIR</th>
<th>TRV</th>
<th>Boiler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lounge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Garden</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Garden (Back Entrance)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Garden (Patio Entrance)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.3 The Scenarios for Case Studies

Heating control scenarios were selected for the case studies, mainly because the heating control service is not only a typical and representative service of the UK domestic environment, but also demanded by most householders. High energy prices and environmental concerns mean that householders seek different ways to reduce their energy consumption. The primary energy wastage related to the space heating could be ascribed to daily activities such as heating an unoccupied house, or oversetting TRVs when the house is not occupied or not actively occupied (e.g. sleep).

Automating energy conservation activities is considered an effective way to reduce energy consumption in the home environment and thus lower energy costs, without affecting the occupants’ comfort. In the smart home environments, energy conservation strategies are devised to mimic the occupants’ conservation activities to address wastage. As a large number and various contexts of sensors and actuators are involved, significant configuration efforts are required to fully achieve these energy conservation strategies. The proposed auto-configuration (Sobot) approach becomes necessary and desirable to address this issue.

The heating control service consists of several energy conservation scenarios summarised as follows:

8.3.1 Early Start and Stop Scenarios

The strategy for the early start and stop scenarios uses three variables—active occupancy, preferred internal temperature and external temperature—to reduce an area’s heating operation time. These strategies incorporate the anticipated adjustment of
the temperature. The system also learns about factors such as the rate at which a space heats up, which is itself a function of the heat transfer parameters of the space and the external temperature, and adjusts accordingly. It is commonly recognised that a house or area should be at the residents’ preferred temperature as soon as it begins to be actively occupied (e.g. when they arrive home or wake up), whereas it can be set to a lower temperature when not actively occupied (e.g. when the home is empty or the occupants asleep). It is noteworthy that there is a predefined lowest temperature which users can set in order to prevent the home temperature falling below their comfort level.

For the early start, it brings the thermostat setpoint to comfort temperature forward as shown in Figure 8.2, so that the room temperature can reach the preferred temperature at a preset time regardless of the environmental conditions (e.g. external temperature). This strategy provides greater comfort to the users so that they do not need to raise the setpoint of the boiler thermostat when the room temperature is lower than anticipated. Energy can be saved by avoiding the adjustment of the thermostat setpoint, since absent-minded users are liable to leave it at the higher setting longer than needed or intended.

![Figure 8.2: Early Start Strategy](image-url)
As to the early stop, it brings the thermostat setpoint to setback temperature forward at a preset time as shown in Figure 8.3 by exploiting the phenomenon of thermal mass inertia of the house. It generates the energy saving by reducing the heating demand.

![Figure 8.3: Early Stop Strategy](image)

### 8.3.2 Non-occupancy Setback Scenario

The non-occupancy setback scenario is designed to control the setpoint temperature of a TRV according to the occupancy status of the designated area. In case no activity is identified in a predetermined timeframe, it considers the designated area not actively occupied and lowers the setpoint temperature of its TRV within the area taking into consideration a predefined lowest temperature which users can accept. It also brings temperature back to the user’s comfort level once an activity is identified within this area. This saves energy by reducing the heat supply to unoccupied areas. In order to avoid switching the TRV setpoint too frequently if the area is quickly reoccupied, a delay time has been specified.

### 8.4 Resource Instantiation

In order to carry out the configuration process, the resources need to be instantiated, based on the proposed semantic knowledge model. In this context, two resource types...
are involved. The first type represents physical entities that form the environmental context to be sensed, measured or actuated: people, locations and physical objects. This resource type needs to be specified by a human during installation or the initialisation process. For example, the installer needs to specify a location named “Back Garden”, which is an instance of the class “Garden”.

The second type of resource comprises the digital components of the smart home (e.g. digital devices, application services) offering digital functions. The digital devices can provide information about the environment. The application service can make logical operation decisions, based on sensing information received. Unlike the first type of resources, the second is automatically populated by a transforming mechanism, because this second type of resources within the testbed has been developed and/or adopted as being able to provide the interface description encoded in the Web Services Description Language - Semantics (WSDL-S) standard. The transformation from WSDL-S to the defined ontology model is illustrated in Figure 8.4.

Since each device or service has one interface definition, each will map to an entity and its attributes will map to parameters. The organisation structure (e.g. service, port, portType) will be collapsed into the DataPortGroup. DataPort will be used to represent each operation. Since operation input or output is annotated by a predefined concept, the input and/or output will be classified into the corresponding Event or Action class. The devices and services can introduce new concepts by defining new concepts based on existing concepts encoded in SWRL. For example, OutdoorTemperature can be defined as measuring outdoor temperature.
Each entity can be presented as a functional block which contains an input port, output port and parameters. The functional block presentations of the services and devices involved are clearly illustrated, as shown in Figure 8.5. It is noticeable that the device interface does not syntactically match the service interface. For example, the temperature sensor provides temperature output and the heating control service requires OutdoorTemperature and IndoorTemperature. This challenge will be resolved through semantic reasoning.

The individuals of the devices and services are summarised in Table 8.2. The entity is either device or service name. It can also be the device ID or service ID. Each entity has one or more DataPort(s). The individual of the DataPort of the entity is in the form Entity Name_DataPortNo. Each DataPort has one Event or Action. The individual of
the Event or Action of the DataPort is in the form of \((\text{Entity Name}_\text{DataPortNo}_\text{(Event/Action)No.}\). Each event must inform certain phenomenon. The individual of the phenomenon is in the form of \(\text{PhenomenonNo}\)

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8.5: The Functional Block Presentations of the Services and Devices Involved
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Table 8.2: Individuals by Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>DataPort</th>
<th>Event/Action</th>
<th>Measurand/Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HeatingControlService</td>
<td>HeatingControlService_DataPort1</td>
<td>HeatingControlService_DataPort1_Event1</td>
<td>Temperature1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GardenTemperatureSensor</td>
<td>GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2</td>
<td>GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2_Event2</td>
<td>Temperature2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>KitchenTemperatureSensor</td>
<td>KitchenTemperatureSensor_DataPort3</td>
<td>KitchenTemperatureSensor_DataPort3_Event3</td>
<td>Temperature3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>KitchenPIRSensor</td>
<td>KitchenPIRSensor_DataPort4</td>
<td>KitchenPIRSensor_DataPort4_Event4</td>
<td>Occupancy4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HallwayTemperatureSensor</td>
<td>HallwayTemperatureSensor_DataPort5</td>
<td>HallwayTemperatureSensor_DataPort5_Event5</td>
<td>Temperature5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HallwayPIRSensor</td>
<td>HallwayPIRSensor_DataPort6</td>
<td>HallwayPIRSensor_DataPort6_Event6</td>
<td>Occupancy6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HallwayTRVactuator</td>
<td>HallwayTRVactuator_DataPort7</td>
<td>HallwayTRVactuator_DataPort7_Event7</td>
<td>Control7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>LoungeTemperatureSensor</td>
<td>LoungeTemperatureSensor_DataPort8</td>
<td>LoungeTemperatureSensor_DataPort8_Event8</td>
<td>Temperature8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial No.</td>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>DataPort</td>
<td>Event/Action</td>
<td>Measurand/Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>LoungePIRSensor</td>
<td>LoungePIRSensor_DataPort9</td>
<td>LoungePIRSensor_DataPort9_Event9</td>
<td>Occupancy9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>LoungeTRVactuator</td>
<td>LoungeTRVactuator_DataPort10</td>
<td>LoungeTRVactuator_DataPort10_Event10</td>
<td>Control10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bedroom1TemperatureSensor</td>
<td>Bedroom1TemperatureSensor_DataPort11</td>
<td>Bedroom1TemperatureSensor_DataPort11_Event11</td>
<td>Temperature11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bedroom2TemperatureSensor</td>
<td>Bedroom2TemperatureSensor_DataPort12</td>
<td>Bedroom2TemperatureSensor_DataPort12_Event12</td>
<td>Temperature12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bedroom1PIRSensor</td>
<td>Bedroom1PIRSensor_DataPort14</td>
<td>Bedroom1PIRSensor_DataPort14_Event14</td>
<td>Occupancy14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Bedroom2PIRSensor</td>
<td>Bedroom2PIRSensor_DataPort15</td>
<td>Bedroom2PIRSensor_DataPort15_Event15</td>
<td>Occupancy15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bedroom3PIRSensor</td>
<td>Bedroom3PIRSensor_DataPort16</td>
<td>Bedroom3PIRSensor_DataPort16_Event16</td>
<td>Occupancy16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Bedroom1TRVactuator</td>
<td>Bedroom1TRVactuator_DataPort17</td>
<td>Bedroom1TRVactuator_DataPort17_Event17</td>
<td>Control17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial No.</td>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>DataPort</td>
<td>Event/Action</td>
<td>Measurand/Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Bedroom2TRVactuator</td>
<td>Bedroom2TRVactuator_DataPort18</td>
<td>Bedroom2TRVactuator_DataPort18_Event18</td>
<td>Control18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bedroom3TRVactuator</td>
<td>Bedroom3TRVactuator_DataPort19</td>
<td>Bedroom3TRVactuator_DataPort19_Event19</td>
<td>Control19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>LandingPIRSensor</td>
<td>LandingPIRSensor_DataPort21</td>
<td>LandingPIRSensor_DataPort21_Event21</td>
<td>Occupancy21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>OfficeTemperatureSensor</td>
<td>OfficeTemperatureSensor_DataPort22</td>
<td>OfficeTemperatureSensor_DataPort22_Event22</td>
<td>Temperature22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>OfficePIRSensor</td>
<td>OfficePIRSensor_DataPort23</td>
<td>OfficePIR_DataPort23Sensor_Event23</td>
<td>Occupancy23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>ToiletPIRSensor</td>
<td>ToiletPIRSensor_DataPort26</td>
<td>ToiletPIR_DataPort26Sensor_Event26</td>
<td>Occupancy26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8.3 shows the symbolic location of the functional area of the testbed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Name</th>
<th>Location Class</th>
<th>Super Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom1</td>
<td>Bedroom</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom2</td>
<td>Bedroom</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom3</td>
<td>Bedroom</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen</td>
<td>Kitchen</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallway</td>
<td>Hallway</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lounge</td>
<td>Lounge</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing</td>
<td>Landing</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom</td>
<td>Bathroom</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Garden</td>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Garden (Back Entrance)</td>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Garden (Patio Entrance)</td>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.5 The Usefulness and Effectiveness of the Inference Mechanism

To check the usefulness and effectiveness of the inference mechanism, the designed SWRL rules should be able to infer new facts from the instantiated individuals without explicit description. The newly inferred facts help the Sobot to auto-configure a proper linkage between the service and the required device within the smart home system without direct user intervention and without disturbing the operation of the system.

Based on the syntax symbol alone, the linkages among the system components are illustrated in Figure 8.6. The diagram indicates that only the boiler and TRV actuator can be correctly connected to HeatingControlService based on the syntax symbol match. The main reason is that OutdoorTemperature, IndoorTemperature and IndoorOccupancy are new concepts introduced by the HeatingControlService and derived from primary concepts (i.e. Temperature and Occupancy). Through semantic inference, a match can be found at the semantic level. The results of this reasoning are illustrated in Figure 8.7. The following section uses OutdoorTemperature as an example to explain how the reasoning process has been carried out.
Figure 8.6: Syntax Symbol-based Linkage
Figure 8.7: Ontology-based Linkage
The SWRL rules have been designed in Protégé. An SWRL rule consists of an antecedent (body) and a consequent (head), forming atoms for particular smart home scenarios. The antecedent of the SWRL rule defines the condition of the reasoning rules, whereas the consequent specifies the action to be taken. Whenever the conditions specified in the antecedent are met, then the actions specified in the consequent must be taken.

Rule 1 is the configuration rule, designed to create a link between two different entities (the service and the required device) within the smart home. In this case study, the goal of this rule is to infer the fact that GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2_Event2 should be connected to HeatingControlService_DataPort1_Event1 utilizing the object property connectToEvent.

**Rule 1:**

Entity(?en1), Entity(?en2), OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand(?m1), OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand(?m2), hasDataPort(?en1, ?d1), hasDataPort(?en2, ?d2), hasEvent(?d1, ?e1), hasEvent(?d2, ?e2), inform(?e1, ?m1), inform(?e2, ?m2), isInputDataPort(?d1, "1"^^long), isInputDataPort(?d2, "0"^^long), DifferentFrom (?en1, ?en2) → connectToEvent(?e1, ?e2)

Rule 1 reads as: two data port events will be connected together if they fulfil the following criteria:

- They belong to different entities;
- One data port is an input and the other is an output;
Their measurand is outdoor temperature, which is determined by the instances of the class inform (e.g. Temperature1 and Temperature2).

In this example, HeatingControlService_DataPort1_Event1 and GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2_Event2 belong to different entities (i.e. HeatingControlService and GardenTemperatureSensor respectively). GardenTemperatureSensor is the input, while HeatingControlService is the output, which satisfies the first two criteria. The measurand of HeatingControlService_DataPort1_Event1 (i.e. Temperature1; Table 8.2), which is an instance of OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand, satisfies the third criterion. The concept of OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand is not obvious to GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2_Event2, despite the fact that the measurand of GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2_Event2 (i.e. Temperature2; Table 8.2) is an instance of TemperatureMeasurand. This is because OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand is a new concept introduced by HeatingControlService and unknown to the GardenTemperatureSensor (or Temperature2).

The concept of OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand is defined as: a TemperatureMeasurand which hasParameter particularly LocationParameter (i.e. hasLocation only OutdoorArea). To determine whether Temperature2 belongs to OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand or not, its LocationParameter should be specified. If its LocationParameter hasLocation belongs to OutdoorArea, it then belongs to OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand.
However, only the *GardenTemperatureSensor* entity has the attribute parameter *GardenTemperatureLocation* which is *LocationParameter*. This *LocationParameter* needs to be propagated to lower levels in order to help the Sobot to create a connection between the service and the required device within the smart home system. It is necessary to propagate the parameter into the low level artefacts (e.g. data port, informing measurement), since the device entity and service entity host the parameter. Thus, the first step towards achieving auto-configuration is to propagate the parameter by executing Rules 2-4.

**Rule 2:**

$$\text{Entity(?en), hasDataPort(?en, ?d), hasParameter(?en, ?p) \rightarrow hasParameter(?d, ?p)}$$

This rule is designed to propagate the *DataPort* parameter. It reads as: if an entity (en) has a data port (d) and a parameter (p), then the data port of this entity will inherit the parameter (p). An *Entity* is an OWL description (class name), whereas *hasDataPort* and *hasParameter* are OWL properties. The expressions (?en), (?d) and (?p) are used to represent either variables, OWL individuals (instances) or OWL data values, as appropriate.

To validate Rule 2, it has been populated with some individuals from the real case study (Tables 8.2 and 8.3). For example, *GardenTemperatureSensor* represents the OWL individual (en). *GardenTemperatureSensor* has the OWL DataPort individual (d), which in this case is *GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2*. *GardenTemperatureLocation* represents the OWL parameter (p). This reasoning rule implies that the action which
should be taken is that \textit{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2} has parameter \textit{GardenTemperatureLocation}.

\textbf{Rule 3:}

\texttt{DataPort(?d), hasEvent(?d, ?e), hasParameter(?d, ?p) \rightarrow hasParameter(?e, ?p)}

This rule reads as: if the data port (d) has an event (e) and a parameter (p), then the event of this data port will inherit the parameter (p). To validate this rule, it has been populated with some individuals from the real case study (Tables 8.2 and 8.3). \textit{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2} is an individual of the class DataPort (d). This individual has \textit{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2\_Event2} as an event (e) and \textit{GardenTemperatureLocation} as a parameter (p). This reasoning rule implies that the action which should be taken is that \textit{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2\_Event2} has parameter \textit{GardenTemperatureLocation}.

\textbf{Rule 4:}

\texttt{Event(?e), hasParameter(?e, ?p), inform(?e, ?m) \rightarrow hasParameter(?m, ?p)}

This rule reads as: if the event (e) has a parameter (p) and an inform (m), then the measurand of this event will have the parameter (p). To validate Rule 4, it has been populated with some individuals from the real case study (Tables 8.2 and 8.3). \textit{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2\_Event2} is an individual of Event (e) which has parameter \textit{GardenTemperatureLocation} and inform of measurand \textit{Temperature2}. This reasoning rule implies that the action which should be taken is that the measurand \textit{Temperature2} has parameter \textit{GardenTemperatureLocation}. 
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Executing the parameter propagation Rules 2, 3 and 4 together by Pellet successively resulted in inferring two individuals belonging to the class OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand, as shown in Figure 8.8, from the existing individuals (Tables 8.2 and 8.3). The Sobot inferred that two facts belonging to OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand are Temperature 1, and Temperature 2.

As shown in Figure 8.8, Temperature 2 is inferred as an instance of OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand, since BackGarden is an instance of Garden, which is a subclass of OutdoorArea. The inference of Temperature 2 as an instance of OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand means that Temperature 2, which is the measurand of GardenTemperatureSensor, is now obvious to the OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand concept, which was first introduced by HeatingControlService and unknown to GardenTemperatureSensor or Temperature 2.

The purple diamonds under the OWL class denote its OWL individuals. The number shown between brackets next to the class name indicates the number of such individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individuals by type (inferred):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Temperature 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Temperature 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.8: The Result of Executing the Parameter Propagation Rules

This satisfies the third criterion, hence the configuration Rule 1 is fulfilled. Through semantic reasoning, the Sobot was able to infer that the temperature sensor located in the back garden measured the outdoor temperature, so that GardenTemperatureSensor
was connected to *HeatingControlService*. Thus the configuration goal was achieved. The Sobot’s configuration process will be further elaborated in Section 8.6.

The Sobot’s inference of these individuals has resolved the challenge of the syntactic match between the service interface and device interface within the smart home environment, shown in the functional block presentations. These OWL inferred individuals are then stored in the smart home ontology to form the knowledgebase, which helps the Sobot to achieve auto-configuration of the smart home system by linking the smart home service with the required device.

### 8.6 Results, Performance Metrics and Evaluation Criteria

This section reports the evaluation of the proposed approach, based on several requirements of the smart home environment. These evaluations are generally used to highlight critical issues in the software application and its weaknesses, as well as to discuss how it can be improved.

The evaluation criteria focus on the capabilities of the proposed approach to meet the requirements of the smart home environment and to cope with its dynamicity, thus fulfilling its users’ needs. It is expected that the key gains from auto-configuration will be in the form of enhanced performance and reductions in operating costs. Other benefits of auto-configuration could include enhancing the whole system’s work capacity and improving its performance and service quality, due to better adaptation to the characteristics of the dynamic system. Thus, the following criteria were used to evaluate the Sobot’s effectiveness in meeting the requirements of the smart home environment.
• **Adaptiveness:** The Sobot needs to be able to interpret the changes it detects and extract the relevant contextual data. It needs to validate any new information or knowledge and encode this data into an appropriate format. By utilising available knowledge locally or remotely, it must be able to reason a configuration plan based on the new information. According to its context, the Sobot should be able to change its behaviour, i.e. changing its configuration and functions.

• **Flexibility:** The Sobot should be flexible enough to deal elegantly with the complexity of the conditions (i.e. introducing new concepts) in the smart home environment. It must efficiently infer new facts about more complex situations to meet the system’s goal, based on the smart home ontological model, so that the system can adapt to the changed environment. It should be able to avoid contaminating the knowledgebase, by isolating and eliminating any inconsistent situational information.

• **No need for direct user intervention:** The Sobot needs to auto-configure efficiently and generate a proper linkage between the devices and services required by the smart home system, with no need for direct user intervention, in order not to disturb the operation of the system.

The evaluation of the capabilities of the proposed Sobot in relation to the above-mentioned criteria, to meet the requirements of the smart home environment, is illustrated as follows:

The Sobot’s inference of two individuals belonging to OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand (as shown in Figure 8.8) from the existing ones helped the Sobot to determine
automatically the configuration individuals which should be selected to achieve the configuration of the smart home system with no need for direct user intervention. Through reasoning, the Sobot was able to infer that the temperature sensor located in the back garden measured the outdoor temperature, so that $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor}$ was connected to $\text{HeatingControlService}$. 

Figure 8.9 shows the result of the whole Sobot configuration process connecting $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor}$ to $\text{HeatingControlService}$ by utilizing the $\text{ConnectToEvent}$ object property. It shows that the object property $\text{hasParameter}$ connects the individuals $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor}$ and $\text{GardenTemperatureLocation}$, while the object property $\text{hasLocation}$ connects the individuals $\text{GardenTemperatureLocation}$ and $\text{Back Garden}$. 

Regarding the connection of the device-related individuals, the object property $\text{hasDataPort}$ connects the individuals $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor}$ and $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2}$. Next, the object property $\text{hasEvent}$ connects the individuals $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2}$ and $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2\_Event2}$. Finally, the object property $\text{ConnectToEvent}$ connects the individuals $\text{GardenTemperatureSensor\_Dataport2\_Event2}$ and $\text{HeatingControlService\_Dataport1\_Event1}$. 

Regarding the connection of the service-related individuals, the object property $\text{hasDataPort}$ connects $\text{HeatingControlService}$ and $\text{HeatingControlService\_Dataport1}$. Next, the object property $\text{hasEvent}$ connects $\text{HeatingControlService\_Dataport1}$ and $\text{HeatingControlService\_Dataport1\_Event1}$. Finally, the object property
ConnectToEvent connects the individuals HeatingControlService_Dataport1_Event1 and GardenTemperatureSensor_Dataport2_Event2.

Figure 8.9: The Result of the Sobot Configuration Process – GardenTemperatureSensor is connected to HeatingControlService
The Sobot has successfully achieved the configuration goal. *HeatingControlService* is connected to *GardenTemperatureSensor* by the Sobot’s creation of a connection between *GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2_Event2* and *HeatingControlService_DataPort1_Event1* via the object property *connectToEvent*. This connection satisfies Rule 1. In other words, the three configuration criteria of Rule 1 have been fulfilled. First, the two data port events have been connected as they belong to different entities, i.e. *GardenTemperatureSensor* and *HeatingControlService*. Secondly, *GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort1* is an input port and *HeatingControlService_DataPort2* is an output port. Finally, their measurand is outdoor temperature, which is determined by the instances of the class *inform* (e.g. *Temperature1* and *Temperature2*). *Temperature1* is the measurand of *HeatingControlService* and *Temperature2* is the measurand of *GardenTemperatureSensor*, as shown in Table 8.2.

The connection achieved between the *HeatingControlService* service and the related device *GardenTemperatureSensor* is the feedback and the evidence that proves the viability of the Sobot to achieve an automatic configuration of smart home services and devices. The intelligence of the Sobot in utilizing knowledge representation (the ontology and the Semantic Web Rule Language) facilitates its inferencing from existing knowledge elements to create new elements of knowledge (connections). The result shows the Sobot’s ability to perform a series of logical connection activities between the required individuals, leading to a logical connection between the two entities (service and device), based on the available knowledgebase.
This shows the Sobot’s awareness, as it successfully acquired knowledge about the environment, including the available connected resources residing in the home service gateway and their status. It was also adaptive in the sense that it was able to change the current status into a new and appropriate one as required. The Sobot behaved autonomously and proactively. It is noteworthy that it dynamically automated the activities of customised service delivery in relation to system operation and behaviour for dynamic home environments, without relying on direct user intervention.

Overall, the evaluation of the Sobot can be summarized as follows. The fact that the Sobot could successfully and efficiently configure a proper linkage between service and device provided by different suppliers based on the ontological model of the smart home, in a dynamic smart home environment, without relying on direct user intervention or causing disruption to the system, means that it was aware, flexible enough, adaptive and could produce a viable configuration to satisfy the given requirements.

The Sobot has demonstrated the potential to be a well-structured approach to auto-configuration, fulfilling the smart home requirements and helping to make the whole system more agile. Such auto-configuration ensures the smooth, seamless updating and functioning of the smart home, providing the occupants with a calm home environment. This in turn enhances the quality of the built smart home environment, satisfies users’ needs and reduces overall system cost.
8.7 Summary

This chapter has presented a validation of the auto-configuration Sobot within the smart home environment, utilizing a testbed developed by the Mechatronics Research Group. The results of the test case, conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the Sobot in identifying and responding to configuration of smart home systems, prove its viability to achieve an automatic configuration between smart home services and devices. It has been shown that all of the Sobot’s functional units worked together to identify a particular configuration and responded automatically within the smart home environment. The Sobot performed a series of logical connection activities between the required individuals, leading to a logical connection between two entities (a service and a device), utilizing the smart home knowledgebase model.

Based on these results, the Sobot is evaluated as having met the performance metrics of adaptiveness, flexibility and online configuration of the smart home environment without direct user intervention, as detailed below.

**Adaptiveness and flexibility:** The Sobot has been found flexible and adaptive in the sense that it has dealt elegantly with the complexity of smart home environmental conditions and flexibly performed in more dynamic situations to meet its goals without disruption. It detected and interpreted changes in the relevant contextual data within the smart home environment, including new devices or services joining the environment, existing ones leaving it, and the context of any device or service changes. It validated new information or knowledge and encoded this data into an appropriate format. By utilising available knowledge locally or remotely, the Sobot was able to reason a
configuration plan based on the new information. It efficiently inferred new facts about more complex situations to meet the system’s goal, based on the smart home ontological model, so that the system became adaptable to the changed environment. The Sobot automatically generated a proper linkage between the services and the required devices (i.e. GardenTemperatureSensor is connected to HeatingControlService by utilizing the ConnectToEvent object property) by automating the activities associated with customised service delivery in dynamic home environments. The Sobot was able to avoid contaminating the knowledgebase, by isolating and eliminating any inconsistent situational information. Overall, these facts demonstrate the Sobot’s awareness of the digital and physical environment.

**Online configuration:** The Sobot executed the configuration online, while the system was working, and did not halt the performance of the whole smart home system. The system continued running even when the configuration of any changes in the smart home environment was applied.

**No need for direct user intervention:** The Sobot executed auto-configuration efficiently and generated a proper linkage between the devices and services without direct user intervention, so that the operation of the smart home system was not disturbed. This helped when the configuration needed was beyond users’ capabilities, making life easier for them.
Chapter 9: Conclusion and Recommendations

9.1 Research Summary

The aim of this research study was to devise a novel approach capable of accurately and automatically configuring smart home systems. The main benefit of auto-configuration is that it promotes the evolution of such systems towards the provision of a more comfortable home environment. The literature review indicates that auto-configuration within the smart home environment has generally proven to be a challenging task. The challenge arises from unanticipated changes to external factors such as the status of physical devices and user’s preferences, which can significantly affect the system’s behaviour throughout its lifecycle. This requires considerable effort to maintain such complex systems. These challenges have stimulated the need for dynamic auto-configurable services amongst such distributed systems.
However, an evaluation of the state-of-the-art approaches reveals no satisfactory solutions to achieve auto-configuration and respond to system dynamics without direct user intervention, thus maintaining the quality of the smart home. These solutions are deemed incomplete, as they lack the ability to meet the requirements of the smart home environment, such as flexibility and avoiding the need for direct user intervention. Consequently, it is necessary to develop an efficient, agile and flexible mechanism that adapts to the new and dynamic requirements of the smart home environment without user intervention.

This thesis has proposed a novel approach named the Knowledge-based Auto-configuration Software Robot (Sobot) for the Smart Home Environment, which combines the advantages of recent advances in ubiquitous robotics and SW technologies to embed auto-configuration techniques into smart home environments. The essential feature of the approach is the formal description of knowledge, which allows machine understanding and processing of this knowledge within the system. A semantic model was developed and employed by an autonomic system for making intelligent decisions within smart home environments.

Ontology was utilized as a key component of the proposed approach, allowing the auto-configuration Sobot to function within a smart home system. It was specifically used as a framework to describe the various elements of the smart home environment. Such an ontology facilitates the sharing and reuse of acquired knowledge between human and computer agents to achieve semantic understanding. The knowledgebase approach was developed based on OWL and SWRL.
This new approach assigns a Sobot to automate the activities of customized service delivery for dynamic home environments. The prototype Sobot was implemented on the OSGi framework, which reduces management complexity by offering a modular runtime environment for both large distributed systems and small embedded applications. The Sobot and its components, all of which are interdependent, were developed as a bundle in the OSGi framework to transform the home environment into an intelligent system.

The case study has demonstrated the Sobot’s validity and efficiency in identifying and responding to the configuration of smart home systems. The proposed approach thus contributes to the design and implementation of smart home systems. It enables services to utilise the required devices seamlessly through any network within the smart home environment, anywhere and at anytime. The intelligence embedded in the Sobot helps to deliver services automatically and cooperatively. It provides the necessary support for the realisation of the smart home concept and deals with the various complex conditions of the home environment, thus satisfying users’ needs.

9.2 Research Findings

The test case reported in Chapter 8 has demonstrated the ability of the proposed approach to achieve auto-configuration within the smart home environment. The results show that the Sobot successfully inferred the location parameter of the required temperature sensor (outdoor) through the propagation rules (Rules 2-4, Chapter 8). The Sobot had to identify the location parameter of the required temperature sensor, because it was a dynamic parameter specified by the installer and subject to change. The Sobot
successfully inferred two individuals as belonging to OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand (Figure 8.8) from the existing ones. Based on these newly inferred facts, the Sobot automatically determined which individuals should be selected to achieve the configuration of the smart home system. Through reasoning, the Sobot inferred that HeatingControlService was connected to GardenTemperatureSensor by creating a connection between GardenTemperatureSensor_DataPort2_Event2 and HeatingControlService_DataPort1_Event1 via the object property connectToEvent. This connection satisfies the configuration rule (Rule 1, Chapter 8). Thus, the Sobot has successfully achieved the goal of configuration.

This demonstrates that the Sobot used the smart home knowledge model and relied on reasoning capabilities to determine the devices needed to perform the operations in the configuration and subsequently the services that controlled these devices. The results also show that the Sobot could successfully and efficiently configure proper linkages between devices and services provided by different suppliers, in a dynamic smart home environment. This demonstrated the Sobot ability to detect, determine and identify suitable smart home resources for executing configuration without causing any intrusion in the environment. It means that the Sobot is aware and adaptive and can produce a viable configuration that satisfies the specified requirements.

The Sobot has proved to be flexible enough to deal elegantly with a dynamic smart home environment comprising assorted devices and services, by efficiently inferring new facts about dynamic situations based on the smart home ontological model. It was also shown to be aware, as it successfully acquired knowledge about the environment including the available connected resources residing in the home service gateway and
their status. Furthermore, it was seen to be adaptive in the sense that it was able to change the current status for a new and appropriate one. The Sobot has been shown to exhibit autonomous and proactive behaviour. It dynamically automated the activities of customised service delivery for dynamic home environments without user intervention, thus satisfying the users’ needs.

In conclusion, the Sobot has demonstrated the potential to be a well-structured auto-configuring approach. The research has achieved its aim to automate the activities of customized service delivery for dynamic home environments, overcoming the shortcomings of conventional methods of auto-configuration within smart home environments. Achieving auto-configuration fulfils the requirements of the smart home, thus making the whole system more agile. It ensures the up-to-date, calm and smooth functioning of the smart home, which in turn enhances the quality of the built smart home environment, satisfies users’ needs and reduces the overall system cost.

9.3 Contributions to Knowledge

The major contributions to knowledge made by the work reported in this thesis can be summarised as follows:

- A novel Sobot architecture has been designed to realise an auto-configuration system for smart home environments which combines ubiquitous robotics and Semantic Web technology. The novelty of this research study lies in being the first to use ubiquitous robotics to achieve smart home auto-configuration in a way that addresses the gaps in previous related research. It also satisfies the requirements of smart home environments by increasing the agility and flexibility of their systems.
• The proposed auto-configuration Sobot approach is able to auto-configure smart home service applications provided by different suppliers. It creates viable configuration by resolving syntactic and semantic mismatches between devices and the service interface. This helps the Sobot to link the service with the required device by utilising the inferred facts, based on the smart home ontological model. It has the capacity to execute the generated auto-configuration plan without interrupting the running of the system.

• The main advantages of the Sobot over traditional applications are its self-awareness of the changing digital and physical environments and its ability to interpret these changes, extract the relevant contextual data and merge this with any new information. It deals effectively with the complexity of smart home environments and satisfies their users’ needs, thus helping to improve their performance and specification. The configuration Sobot could help to minimise the overheads of the current configuration process within the smart home environment by automating it.

• A new semantic model, which can be classified as new knowledge, has been created and can be utilised by an ubiquitous robotics system for making intelligent decisions within smart home environments. In particular, the generic ontological description of smart home service ontology covers diverse applications. It can efficiently manage the whole smart home system, since it represents all of its services, resources, conditions and properties. According to the identified properties, the ontology facilitates the identification of services and the automation of their delivery in the smart home.
This approach overcomes the shortcomings of conventional methods of auto-
configuration within smart home environments. It has the potential to impact on other
remote service delivery areas, such as safety and telehealth in intelligent environments,
through ad hoc collaboration, thus enhancing the quality of the built environment. These
remote services might benefit from the new semantic model of a smart home created in
this thesis, rather than creating new models from scratch.

The newly developed ontology reported in this thesis is customized for the smart home
domain, in particular an auto-configuring system. The model of service and device
functionalities and their related concepts have facilitated the auto-configuration of a
smart home environment. Thus, the modelling of concepts such as environment and
user preference could be involved. This work therefore contributes to the filling of a gap
in the literature on service configuration.

9.4 Recommendations for Future Work

The area of auto-configuration is broad and still largely unexplored. This research study
has investigated some issues within this area and envisages some other suitable avenues
of investigation. The following paragraphs consider possible improvements to the
present approach and the ramifications of this study, which are expected to prove
particularly significant for future research into auto-configuration.

- Further work is specifically needed to improve the auto-configuration Sobot
  prototype, particularly its architecture, decision-making ability and analytical
  functionalities. The architecture could be improved by integrating more technologies
to build more robust and efficient systems to automate smart home services. The
unified framework of elements, descriptions and configuration models could be improved to encompass the semantic richness of these elements and tasks. In particular, increasing the complexity of the inference rules will help the Sobot to achieve the configuration of more complex systems.

- The ontology could also be enhanced to better represent the features and specifications of more complex smart environments and more advanced telecare systems. This ontology would permit the identification of more complex relations amongst services and devices operating in a smart environment, or related to interference with existing devices and user profiles.

- Further scenarios should be investigated to evaluate the applicability of the proposed approach to certain areas such as the safety and security of smart home environments, utilising the ontological models created here and the individuals of the smart home devices and services (Table 8.2). For example, when the house is unoccupied, both the “away from home” security service feature and the energy management service are active. However, these services have incompatible goals, since the energy management service will turn the lights and the TV off to save energy, while the security service will switch them on to give the impression that the home is occupied. The conflicting requirements of these two services mean that they are incompatible when attempting to control smart home appliances simultaneously.
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Appendices

A.1: A Ontology Result  Classified Using Pellet

1. Entity SubClassOf Action
2. Entity SubClassOf Event
3. PhysicalDevice SubClassOf Action
4. PhysicalDevice SubClassOf Event
5. ActionStatus SubClassOf Action
6. ActionStatus SubClassOf Event
7. ActionStatusEvent SubClassOf Action
8. Alarm SubClassOf Action
9. Alarm SubClassOf Event
10. AlarmEvent SubClassOf Action
11. DataPort SubClassOf Action
12. DataPort SubClassOf Event
13. DataPortGroup SubClassOf Action
14. DataPortGroup SubClassOf Event
15. Entertainment SubClassOf Action
16. Entertainment SubClassOf Event
17. Entity SubClassOf Action
18. Entity SubClassOf Event
19. Lamp SubClassOf Action
20. Lamp SubClassOf Event
21. Light SubClassOf Action
22. Light SubClassOf Event
23. Measurand SubClassOf Action
24. Measurand SubClassOf Event
25. MeasurandEvent SubClassOf Action
26. Parameter SubClassOf Action
27. Parameter SubClassOf Event
28. SetBooleanStatus SubClassOf Event
29. SetTRValve SubClassOf Event
30. FloorPlan SubClassOf Action
31. FloorPlan SubClassOf Event
32. SymbolicArea SubClassOf Action
33. SymbolicArea SubClassOf Event
34. Imp SubClassOf Action
35. Imp SubClassOf Event
36. GardenPlace Type Action
37. GardenPlace Type Event
38. GardenPlace Type OutdoorArea
39. GardenPlace Type SymbolicArea
40. GardenPlace Type Thing
41. GardenTemperatureLocation Type Action
42. GardenTemperatureLocation Type Event
43. GardenTemperatureLocation Type Parameter
44. GardenTemperatureLocation Type Thing
45. GardenTemperatureSensor Type OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand
46. GardenTemperatureSensor Type Action
47. GardenTemperatureSensor Type Entity
48. GardenTemperatureSensor Type Event
49. GardenTemperatureSensor Type Measurand
50. GardenTemperatureSensor Type TemperatureMeasurand
51. GardenTemperatureSensor Type Thing
52. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport Type OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand
53. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport Type Action
54. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport Type DataPort
55. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport Type Event
56. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport Type Measurand
57. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport Type TemperatureMeasurand
58. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport Type Thing
59. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Type OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand
60. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Type Action
61. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Type Event
62. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Measurand
63. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent TemperatureMeasurand
64. GardenTemperatureSensor_TemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Thing
65. GardenTemperatureMeasurand Type OutdoorTemperatureMeasurand
66. GardenTemperatureMeasurand Type Action
67. GardenTemperatureMeasurand Type Event
68. GardenTemperatureMeasurand Type Measurand
69. GardenTemperatureMeasurand Type Thing
70. HeatingControlOutdoorTemperatureMeasurand Type Action
71. HeatingControlOutdoorTemperatureMeasurand Type Event
72. HeatingControlOutdoorTemperatureMeasurand Type Measurand
73. HeatingControlOutdoorTemperatureMeasurand Type TemperatureMeasurand
74. HeatingControlOutdoorTemperatureMeasurand Type Thing
75. HeatingControlService Type Action
76. HeatingControlService Type Entity
77. HeatingControlService Type Event
78. HeatingControlService Type Thing
79. HeatingControl_OutdoorTemperatureDataport Type Action
80. HeatingControl_OutdoorTemperatureDataport Type DataPort
81. HeatingControl_OutdoorTemperatureDataport Type Event
82. HeatingControl_OutdoorTemperatureDataport Type Thing
83. HeatingControl_OutputTemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Type Action
84. HeatingControl_OutputTemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Type Event
85. HeatingControl_OutputTemperatureDataport_TemperatureEvent Type Thing
86. hasRuleGroup SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
87. belongtoEntity SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
88. connectToDataPort SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
89. consistSymblicLocation SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
90. containActionStatus SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
91. controlDevice SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
92. hasAction SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
93. hasDataPort SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
94. hasEvent SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
95. hasLocation SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
96. hasParameter SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
97. inform SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
98. hasAreaRelation SubPropertyOf topObjectProperty
99. hasPropertyPhrase SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
100. isRuleEnabled SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
101. isRuleGroupEnabled SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
102. hasBooleanValue SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
103. hasDescriptionValue SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
104. hasFloatValue SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
105. hasIntegerValue SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
106. hasURLAddress SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
107. isDynamicParameter SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
108. isInputDataPort SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
109. isWriteable SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
110. nameAs SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty
111. hasPhysicalAddress SubPropertyOf: topDataProperty